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WW  
E WELCOME E WELCOME you to our fourth quarter TE-you to our fourth quarter TE-
VET newsletter. During the quarter, the Min-VET newsletter. During the quarter, the Min-
istry of Higher Education (MoHE) launched istry of Higher Education (MoHE) launched 

the revised national TEVET policy to create a progres-the revised national TEVET policy to create a progres-
sion pathway to graduate and postgraduate qualifications. sion pathway to graduate and postgraduate qualifications. 
The policy enhances and harmonises coordination and The policy enhances and harmonises coordination and 
management of skills training and training provision in management of skills training and training provision in 
the country. It further facilitates national productivity, the country. It further facilitates national productivity, 
minimises inequalities, and improves income generation minimises inequalities, and improves income generation 
through empowering citizens with relevant skills needed through empowering citizens with relevant skills needed 
for personal progression and national development. for personal progression and national development.   
  
  
The revised policy has been developed to strengthen The revised policy has been developed to strengthen 
linkages with industry, coordination with line ministries linkages with industry, coordination with line ministries 
and other TEVET providers, increase access to skills for and other TEVET providers, increase access to skills for 
a growing youth population and other target groups, and a growing youth population and other target groups, and 
realign the policy to the 7NDP, Vision 2030 and other realign the policy to the 7NDP, Vision 2030 and other 
government priorities on skills development. government priorities on skills development.   
  
  
In the quarter, government flagged off the distribution of In the quarter, government flagged off the distribution of 
statestate--ofof--art training equipment worth $10 million pro-art training equipment worth $10 million pro-
cured by MoHE using proceeds from the Skills Develop-cured by MoHE using proceeds from the Skills Develop-
ment Fund (SDF). The equipment was for different skills ment Fund (SDF). The equipment was for different skills 
centres, trades training institutes and colleges offering centres, trades training institutes and colleges offering 
TEVET in the country. Recapitalising TEVET resonates TEVET in the country. Recapitalising TEVET resonates 
with the Vision 2030, which recognises TEVET as an with the Vision 2030, which recognises TEVET as an 
integral part to inclusive economic development, citizen integral part to inclusive economic development, citizen 
empowerment and key to informal sector productivity empowerment and key to informal sector productivity 
and formalisation to broaden the country’s tax base. and formalisation to broaden the country’s tax base.   
  
Furthermore, TEVETA developed an eFurthermore, TEVETA developed an e--learning strategy learning strategy 
to meet training needs amid COVIDto meet training needs amid COVID--19 and beyond dur-19 and beyond dur-
ing the quarter. The eing the quarter. The e--learning strategy includes develop-learning strategy includes develop-
ment of online training content for theoretical and practi-ment of online training content for theoretical and practi-
cal training. It also includes developing and implement-cal training. It also includes developing and implement-
ing an eing an e--learning platform to be hosted at TEVETA and learning platform to be hosted at TEVETA and 
accessed by all registered learners across the country. accessed by all registered learners across the country. 
The common model of learning system in the TEVET The common model of learning system in the TEVET 
has been largely dominated by facehas been largely dominated by face--to face model.to face model.  
  
The MoHE also launched the online TEVET bursary ap-The MoHE also launched the online TEVET bursary ap-
plication system in the quarter. The smart online system plication system in the quarter. The smart online system 
will be interactive and will encourage transparency and will be interactive and will encourage transparency and 
efficiency. The system is comprised of five modules that efficiency. The system is comprised of five modules that 
encompass home platform, student module, institutional encompass home platform, student module, institutional 
module, shortmodule, short--  listing and award model. Since inception, listing and award model. Since inception, 
a manual application system has been used to manage the a manual application system has been used to manage the 
TEVET Bursary, which has proven to be expensive and TEVET Bursary, which has proven to be expensive and 
time consuming. time consuming.   
  
We hope that you will enjoy reading this edition and we We hope that you will enjoy reading this edition and we 
welcome contributions from our readers. welcome contributions from our readers.   
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TTT   
he Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) he Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) he Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) 
has launched the revised TEVET Policy. has launched the revised TEVET Policy. has launched the revised TEVET Policy. 
Launching the Policy, Minister of Higher Launching the Policy, Minister of Higher Launching the Policy, Minister of Higher 

Education, Dr. Brian Mushimba said MoHE  had Education, Dr. Brian Mushimba said MoHE  had Education, Dr. Brian Mushimba said MoHE  had 
achieved a number of key interventions that achieved a number of key interventions that achieved a number of key interventions that 
made a huge difference in made a huge difference in made a huge difference in 
the TEVET sector.the TEVET sector.the TEVET sector.   
   
Dr. Mushimba said Policy Dr. Mushimba said Policy Dr. Mushimba said Policy 
demonstrated the commit-demonstrated the commit-demonstrated the commit-
ment of Government in ment of Government in ment of Government in 
creating an enabling edu-creating an enabling edu-creating an enabling edu-
cation and skills training cation and skills training cation and skills training 
environment to develop environment to develop environment to develop 
quality workforce, which quality workforce, which quality workforce, which 
was competitive locally was competitive locally was competitive locally 
and regionally. “Through and regionally. “Through and regionally. “Through 
this newly launched policy, this newly launched policy, this newly launched policy, 
the Government will pro-the Government will pro-the Government will pro-
vide guidance in the tech-vide guidance in the tech-vide guidance in the tech-
nical, education vocational nical, education vocational nical, education vocational 
and entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship 
training for improved training for improved training for improved 
productivity through indus-productivity through indus-productivity through indus-
trialisation and value addition to raw materials trialisation and value addition to raw materials trialisation and value addition to raw materials 
across sectors of the economy.”across sectors of the economy.”across sectors of the economy.”   
   
“MoHE‟s role will be to facilitate development of “MoHE‟s role will be to facilitate development of “MoHE‟s role will be to facilitate development of 
skills for productivity through empowering of the skills for productivity through empowering of the skills for productivity through empowering of the 
population with the competences needed for population with the competences needed for population with the competences needed for 
personal progression and national development personal progression and national development personal progression and national development 
for today and tomorrow . This will be done by for today and tomorrow . This will be done by for today and tomorrow . This will be done by 
cultivating citizens to become skillful and entre-cultivating citizens to become skillful and entre-cultivating citizens to become skillful and entre-
preneurial to create wealth and jobs across dif-preneurial to create wealth and jobs across dif-preneurial to create wealth and jobs across dif-
ferent sectors. The Ministry‟s task is to continue ferent sectors. The Ministry‟s task is to continue ferent sectors. The Ministry‟s task is to continue 
providing support for the productivity of the providing support for the productivity of the providing support for the productivity of the 
country because education and skills develop-country because education and skills develop-country because education and skills develop-
ment play a critical role in attaining national aspi-ment play a critical role in attaining national aspi-ment play a critical role in attaining national aspi-
rations,” he added. rations,” he added. rations,” he added.    
   
Dr. Mushimba said the policy would promote Dr. Mushimba said the policy would promote Dr. Mushimba said the policy would promote 
equity and inclusiveness, entrepreneurship, equity and inclusiveness, entrepreneurship, equity and inclusiveness, entrepreneurship, 
innovation  in training, and continue to support innovation  in training, and continue to support innovation  in training, and continue to support 
skills training through the Skills Development skills training through the Skills Development skills training through the Skills Development 
Fund (SDF), which had largely contributed to-Fund (SDF), which had largely contributed to-Fund (SDF), which had largely contributed to-
wards infrastructure development, capacity wards infrastructure development, capacity wards infrastructure development, capacity 
building and others to answer the call for TEVET building and others to answer the call for TEVET building and others to answer the call for TEVET 
enhancement.enhancement.enhancement.   
   
The Minister emphasised on having relevant The Minister emphasised on having relevant The Minister emphasised on having relevant 
curriculum to meet industrial revolution skills curriculum to meet industrial revolution skills curriculum to meet industrial revolution skills 
requirements and responding to training needs requirements and responding to training needs requirements and responding to training needs 
that should be timely adopted by supplying that should be timely adopted by supplying that should be timely adopted by supplying 
skilled persons that could compete effectively. skilled persons that could compete effectively. skilled persons that could compete effectively.    
   

The new policy replaces the 1996 TEVET policy. The new policy replaces the 1996 TEVET policy. The new policy replaces the 1996 TEVET policy. 
The old policy was revised in recognition of the The old policy was revised in recognition of the The old policy was revised in recognition of the 
fact that for the country to attain the Vision 2030, fact that for the country to attain the Vision 2030, fact that for the country to attain the Vision 2030, 
it needs highly skilled and competent citizens. it needs highly skilled and competent citizens. it needs highly skilled and competent citizens. 
The revised policy provides for enhanced skills The revised policy provides for enhanced skills The revised policy provides for enhanced skills 
development from trade test certificate, graduate  development from trade test certificate, graduate  development from trade test certificate, graduate  
as well as to postgraduate.as well as to postgraduate.as well as to postgraduate.   

"Low skills perpetuate poverty and hinder "Low skills perpetuate poverty and hinder "Low skills perpetuate poverty and hinder 
productivity. This policy enhances the achieve-productivity. This policy enhances the achieve-productivity. This policy enhances the achieve-
ment of national aspirations and including new ment of national aspirations and including new ment of national aspirations and including new 
skills required in the industry from lowest level of skills required in the industry from lowest level of skills required in the industry from lowest level of 
qualification (trade test certificate) to postgradu-qualification (trade test certificate) to postgradu-qualification (trade test certificate) to postgradu-
ate. Sustainable development of any nation is ate. Sustainable development of any nation is ate. Sustainable development of any nation is 
premised on a constant supply of adequate and premised on a constant supply of adequate and premised on a constant supply of adequate and 
appropriate skills, knowledge and attitudes, appropriate skills, knowledge and attitudes, appropriate skills, knowledge and attitudes, 
which can be used to harness other resources which can be used to harness other resources which can be used to harness other resources 
such as land, minerals, forests and others."such as land, minerals, forests and others."such as land, minerals, forests and others."   
   
The national TEVET policy will enhance produc-The national TEVET policy will enhance produc-The national TEVET policy will enhance produc-
tivity in the economy for the country to remain tivity in the economy for the country to remain tivity in the economy for the country to remain 
competitive in the region. Skills cultivation is competitive in the region. Skills cultivation is competitive in the region. Skills cultivation is 
critical to the productivity of the country. Skills critical to the productivity of the country. Skills critical to the productivity of the country. Skills 
are extremely important in achieving the income are extremely important in achieving the income are extremely important in achieving the income 
the country aspires especially that TEVET devel-the country aspires especially that TEVET devel-the country aspires especially that TEVET devel-
ops handsops handsops hands---on and entrepreneurial skills citizens on and entrepreneurial skills citizens on and entrepreneurial skills citizens 
need to be technically competent in the need to be technically competent in the need to be technically competent in the 
knowledge economy."knowledge economy."knowledge economy."   
   
The knowledge, skills and attributes from the The knowledge, skills and attributes from the The knowledge, skills and attributes from the 
TEVET sector will help change the social and TEVET sector will help change the social and TEVET sector will help change the social and 
economic outlook of the country. This policy economic outlook of the country. This policy economic outlook of the country. This policy 
provides an important background to develop provides an important background to develop provides an important background to develop 
appropriate skills to uplift lives of many citizens. appropriate skills to uplift lives of many citizens. appropriate skills to uplift lives of many citizens. 
This policy will help us develop the skills we This policy will help us develop the skills we This policy will help us develop the skills we 
need. need. need.    
   
Anybody can make products, but our skilled Anybody can make products, but our skilled Anybody can make products, but our skilled 
citizens should efficiently make products that citizens should efficiently make products that citizens should efficiently make products that 

meet the demand of the industry. This meet the demand of the industry. This meet the demand of the industry. This 
policy enhances our ability to churn out policy enhances our ability to churn out policy enhances our ability to churn out 
quality skills.quality skills.quality skills.   

   
"The introduction of the SDF was to ensure pro-"The introduction of the SDF was to ensure pro-"The introduction of the SDF was to ensure pro-
visions of the policy are financed adequately. visions of the policy are financed adequately. visions of the policy are financed adequately. 
The Ministry of Finance is enhancing the Skills The Ministry of Finance is enhancing the Skills The Ministry of Finance is enhancing the Skills 
Development Levy Act to improve collection of Development Levy Act to improve collection of Development Levy Act to improve collection of 
the levy and increase financing to the sector.the levy and increase financing to the sector.the levy and increase financing to the sector.   
   

   The policy  also promotes research and The policy  also promotes research and The policy  also promotes research and 
development (R&D) in TEVET, enhances  development (R&D) in TEVET, enhances  development (R&D) in TEVET, enhances  
entrepreneurship training and enterprise entrepreneurship training and enterprise entrepreneurship training and enterprise 
development, innovation, enhance financ-development, innovation, enhance financ-development, innovation, enhance financ-
ing mechanisms, promote inclusion and ing mechanisms, promote inclusion and ing mechanisms, promote inclusion and 
equality from trade test to postgraduate equality from trade test to postgraduate equality from trade test to postgraduate 
levels."levels."levels."   
   
"Curriculum development is critical to the "Curriculum development is critical to the "Curriculum development is critical to the 
TEVET sector. The world is involving TEVET sector. The world is involving TEVET sector. The world is involving 
curriculum needs to be aligned to emerg-curriculum needs to be aligned to emerg-curriculum needs to be aligned to emerg-
ing skills in the industry. We need new ing skills in the industry. We need new ing skills in the industry. We need new 
sets of skills the curriculum should pay sets of skills the curriculum should pay sets of skills the curriculum should pay 
attention to for our skilled persons remain attention to for our skilled persons remain attention to for our skilled persons remain 
relevant to the industry for them to be relevant to the industry for them to be relevant to the industry for them to be 
able to compete. The Fourth Industrial able to compete. The Fourth Industrial able to compete. The Fourth Industrial 
Revolution, Artificial Intelligence and ICTs Revolution, Artificial Intelligence and ICTs Revolution, Artificial Intelligence and ICTs 
bring critical aspects that should be incor-bring critical aspects that should be incor-bring critical aspects that should be incor-

porated into  the curriculum. This policy will help porated into  the curriculum. This policy will help porated into  the curriculum. This policy will help 
align our curriculum to modern skillsets we need align our curriculum to modern skillsets we need align our curriculum to modern skillsets we need 
to have a competitive workforce," elaborated Dr. to have a competitive workforce," elaborated Dr. to have a competitive workforce," elaborated Dr. 
Mushimba.Mushimba.Mushimba.   
   
And Higher Education Permanent Secretary And Higher Education Permanent Secretary And Higher Education Permanent Secretary 
Kayula Siame said low skills could continue to Kayula Siame said low skills could continue to Kayula Siame said low skills could continue to 
perpetuate poverty hence reviewing of the perpetuate poverty hence reviewing of the perpetuate poverty hence reviewing of the 
launched TEVET Policy was responding to chal-launched TEVET Policy was responding to chal-launched TEVET Policy was responding to chal-
lenges faced in the sector. Mrs Siame contend-lenges faced in the sector. Mrs Siame contend-lenges faced in the sector. Mrs Siame contend-
ed that the new TEVET policy would stand a test ed that the new TEVET policy would stand a test ed that the new TEVET policy would stand a test 
of time on a ten year timeframe replacing the of time on a ten year timeframe replacing the of time on a ten year timeframe replacing the 
1996 TEVET Policy paving way for progressive 1996 TEVET Policy paving way for progressive 1996 TEVET Policy paving way for progressive 
and enhance on practical skills that are relevant and enhance on practical skills that are relevant and enhance on practical skills that are relevant 
for skills training.for skills training.for skills training.   
   
Moving a vote of thanks Vocational Education Moving a vote of thanks Vocational Education Moving a vote of thanks Vocational Education 
and Training Director Alex Simumba said launch and Training Director Alex Simumba said launch and Training Director Alex Simumba said launch 
of the new policy is transformation of the sector of the new policy is transformation of the sector of the new policy is transformation of the sector 
bringing a paradigm shift establishing a good set bringing a paradigm shift establishing a good set bringing a paradigm shift establishing a good set 
up to effective skills training delivery to equal up to effective skills training delivery to equal up to effective skills training delivery to equal 
economies. Mr. Simumba commended the Min-economies. Mr. Simumba commended the Min-economies. Mr. Simumba commended the Min-
istry officials, TEVET sector, and all stakehold-istry officials, TEVET sector, and all stakehold-istry officials, TEVET sector, and all stakehold-
ers who largely contributed towards develop-ers who largely contributed towards develop-ers who largely contributed towards develop-
ment of the TEVET policy document and en-ment of the TEVET policy document and en-ment of the TEVET policy document and en-
couraged all to own it for effective implementa-couraged all to own it for effective implementa-couraged all to own it for effective implementa-
tion alongside development of the country‟s tion alongside development of the country‟s tion alongside development of the country‟s 
agenda.agenda.agenda.   
   
Mr. Simumba applauded President Edgar Mr. Simumba applauded President Edgar Mr. Simumba applauded President Edgar 
Chagwa Lungu and Minister Dr. Mushimba for Chagwa Lungu and Minister Dr. Mushimba for Chagwa Lungu and Minister Dr. Mushimba for 

TEVET Policy Revised, Launched: What is new, legal provisions?TEVET Policy Revised, Launched: What is new, legal provisions?TEVET Policy Revised, Launched: What is new, legal provisions?   

LLL---R: PS Kayula, Minister Dr. Mushimba and Director Vocational Education and Training R: PS Kayula, Minister Dr. Mushimba and Director Vocational Education and Training R: PS Kayula, Minister Dr. Mushimba and Director Vocational Education and Training 
Mr. Alex Simumba during the launch of the revised policy.Mr. Alex Simumba during the launch of the revised policy.Mr. Alex Simumba during the launch of the revised policy.   
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the huge support towards SDF that has scored the huge support towards SDF that has scored the huge support towards SDF that has scored 
strides in the TEVET sector. "The policy sets a strides in the TEVET sector. "The policy sets a strides in the TEVET sector. "The policy sets a 
new trajectory in skills need and respond to new trajectory in skills need and respond to new trajectory in skills need and respond to 
challenges the TEVET sector has had faced challenges the TEVET sector has had faced challenges the TEVET sector has had faced 
including skills gaps, legal lapses and peda-including skills gaps, legal lapses and peda-including skills gaps, legal lapses and peda-
gogical challenges. Players in the sector gogical challenges. Players in the sector gogical challenges. Players in the sector 
should interpret this policy into practical imple-should interpret this policy into practical imple-should interpret this policy into practical imple-
mentation plans to ensure Zambia matches the mentation plans to ensure Zambia matches the mentation plans to ensure Zambia matches the 
countries that have developed relevant and countries that have developed relevant and countries that have developed relevant and 
adequate skills in national development."adequate skills in national development."adequate skills in national development."   
   

Progression pathway to post-Progression pathway to post-Progression pathway to post-
graduate, credit transfer graduate, credit transfer graduate, credit transfer    

TTT   
he revised policy provides for the he revised policy provides for the he revised policy provides for the 

establishment of polytechnics/ tech-establishment of polytechnics/ tech-establishment of polytechnics/ tech-

nical universities for the smooth pro-nical universities for the smooth pro-nical universities for the smooth pro-

gression of learners in TEVET from lower lev-gression of learners in TEVET from lower lev-gression of learners in TEVET from lower lev-

els of qualification to higher ones. Polytechnic els of qualification to higher ones. Polytechnic els of qualification to higher ones. Polytechnic 

education strongly emphasises on practiceeducation strongly emphasises on practiceeducation strongly emphasises on practice---

based learning. It includes internships, industri-based learning. It includes internships, industri-based learning. It includes internships, industri-

al attachments and workal attachments and workal attachments and work---based learning to based learning to based learning to 

enable learners acquire core practical compe-enable learners acquire core practical compe-enable learners acquire core practical compe-

tences and insight of essential skills required tences and insight of essential skills required tences and insight of essential skills required 

by the industry. The essential skills such as by the industry. The essential skills such as by the industry. The essential skills such as 

communication skills, critical thinking, problemcommunication skills, critical thinking, problemcommunication skills, critical thinking, problem---

solving or creativity help learners develop con-solving or creativity help learners develop con-solving or creativity help learners develop con-

fidence and other significant skills that en-fidence and other significant skills that en-fidence and other significant skills that en-

hance their employability. The upgrade of lev-hance their employability. The upgrade of lev-hance their employability. The upgrade of lev-

els of qualification provided for in the policy are els of qualification provided for in the policy are els of qualification provided for in the policy are 

from Level 6 (Diploma qualification) to Level 10 from Level 6 (Diploma qualification) to Level 10 from Level 6 (Diploma qualification) to Level 10 

(doctorate) of the Zambia Qualification Frame-(doctorate) of the Zambia Qualification Frame-(doctorate) of the Zambia Qualification Frame-

work. work. work.    

   

Progression in the TEVET system over the Progression in the TEVET system over the Progression in the TEVET system over the 

years presented challenges to trainers and years presented challenges to trainers and years presented challenges to trainers and 

learners with intentions to pursue higher level learners with intentions to pursue higher level learners with intentions to pursue higher level 

vocational qualifications. The technologist/vocational qualifications. The technologist/vocational qualifications. The technologist/

diploma qualification remained the highest diploma qualification remained the highest diploma qualification remained the highest 

level for the TEVET system.  Lack of progres-level for the TEVET system.  Lack of progres-level for the TEVET system.  Lack of progres-

sion pathway was compounded with the ab-sion pathway was compounded with the ab-sion pathway was compounded with the ab-

sence of clear exemptions provisions across sence of clear exemptions provisions across sence of clear exemptions provisions across 

different programmes, which resulted into lim-different programmes, which resulted into lim-different programmes, which resulted into lim-

ited career progression of teaching staff in the ited career progression of teaching staff in the ited career progression of teaching staff in the 

sector and graduates.  Arising from this gap, sector and graduates.  Arising from this gap, sector and graduates.  Arising from this gap, 

some of the TEVET institutions have partnered some of the TEVET institutions have partnered some of the TEVET institutions have partnered 

with universities to offer technical degree pro-with universities to offer technical degree pro-with universities to offer technical degree pro-

grammes.  grammes.  grammes.     

   

However, the universities TEVET institutions However, the universities TEVET institutions However, the universities TEVET institutions 

partnered with were academic and diverted partnered with were academic and diverted partnered with were academic and diverted 

TEVET teaching staff into the academics and TEVET teaching staff into the academics and TEVET teaching staff into the academics and 

lost the handslost the handslost the hands---on competences required in the on competences required in the on competences required in the 

sector. Thus, there has been insufficient im-sector. Thus, there has been insufficient im-sector. Thus, there has been insufficient im-

provement in the perception, quality of TEVET provement in the perception, quality of TEVET provement in the perception, quality of TEVET 

and in increasing access at higher qualification and in increasing access at higher qualification and in increasing access at higher qualification 

levels. The revised policy provides a new ap-levels. The revised policy provides a new ap-levels. The revised policy provides a new ap-

proach to the progression pathway in the sec-proach to the progression pathway in the sec-proach to the progression pathway in the sec-

tor to the highest level of qualification. tor to the highest level of qualification. tor to the highest level of qualification.    

   

The new TEVET policy also promotes the The new TEVET policy also promotes the The new TEVET policy also promotes the 

transfer of knowledge and skills from the in-transfer of knowledge and skills from the in-transfer of knowledge and skills from the in-

dustrial clusters to dustrial clusters to dustrial clusters to 

TEVET institutions TEVET institutions TEVET institutions 

through a credit through a credit through a credit 

transfer system. transfer system. transfer system. 

Credit transfer, Credit transfer, Credit transfer, 

which is also which is also which is also 

known as partial known as partial known as partial 

qualification, is a qualification, is a qualification, is a 

system or proce-system or proce-system or proce-

dure of granting dure of granting dure of granting 

credit (for a profes-credit (for a profes-credit (for a profes-

sional or vocation-sional or vocation-sional or vocation-

al qualification) to al qualification) to al qualification) to 

a learner for stud-a learner for stud-a learner for stud-

ies done at anoth-ies done at anoth-ies done at anoth-

er institution or in er institution or in er institution or in 

the industry based the industry based the industry based 

learning pathway learning pathway learning pathway 

on a standardised module or unit of compe-on a standardised module or unit of compe-on a standardised module or unit of compe-

tence. The procedure includes transfer of cred-tence. The procedure includes transfer of cred-tence. The procedure includes transfer of cred-

it by examinations and credits earned through it by examinations and credits earned through it by examinations and credits earned through 

experiential learning.experiential learning.experiential learning.   

   

The revised TEVET policy provides for rele-The revised TEVET policy provides for rele-The revised TEVET policy provides for rele-

vant qualification and quality assurance bodies vant qualification and quality assurance bodies vant qualification and quality assurance bodies 

to develop a system for credit transfer, stand-to develop a system for credit transfer, stand-to develop a system for credit transfer, stand-

ardise learning modules and develop guide-ardise learning modules and develop guide-ardise learning modules and develop guide-

lines for undertaking credit transfers, among lines for undertaking credit transfers, among lines for undertaking credit transfers, among 

other modalities. These bodies include other modalities. These bodies include other modalities. These bodies include 

TEVETA, General Nursing Council, Health TEVETA, General Nursing Council, Health TEVETA, General Nursing Council, Health 

Professions Council of Zambia, Engineering Professions Council of Zambia, Engineering Professions Council of Zambia, Engineering 

Institution of Zambia, Higher Education Author-Institution of Zambia, Higher Education Author-Institution of Zambia, Higher Education Author-

iiitttyyy,,,   TTTeeeaaaccchhhiiinnnggg   CCCooouuunnnccciiilll   ooofff   ZZZaaammmbbbiiiaaa,,,   EEExxxaaammmiiinnnaaatttiiiooonnnsss   

Council of Zambia, Zambia Qualifications Au-Council of Zambia, Zambia Qualifications Au-Council of Zambia, Zambia Qualifications Au-

thority, among others.  thority, among others.  thority, among others.     

   

The policy also provides for Recognition of The policy also provides for Recognition of The policy also provides for Recognition of 

Prior Learning (RPL), including LifePrior Learning (RPL), including LifePrior Learning (RPL), including Life---Long Long Long 

Learning (LLL) and Work Based Learning Learning (LLL) and Work Based Learning Learning (LLL) and Work Based Learning 

(WBL). Currently, TEVET qualifications range (WBL). Currently, TEVET qualifications range (WBL). Currently, TEVET qualifications range 

from level 3 (trade test) to level 6 (diploma) of from level 3 (trade test) to level 6 (diploma) of from level 3 (trade test) to level 6 (diploma) of 

the Zambia Qualifications Framework. In a the Zambia Qualifications Framework. In a the Zambia Qualifications Framework. In a 

highly competitive world for scarce competenc-highly competitive world for scarce competenc-highly competitive world for scarce competenc-

es and rapidly expanding knowledge economy, es and rapidly expanding knowledge economy, es and rapidly expanding knowledge economy, 

there is need to have an elaborate policy and there is need to have an elaborate policy and there is need to have an elaborate policy and 

objectives regarding training, financing and objectives regarding training, financing and objectives regarding training, financing and 

curriculum development among other critical curriculum development among other critical curriculum development among other critical 

variables. This policy strengthens constant variables. This policy strengthens constant variables. This policy strengthens constant 

supply of adequate and appropriate skills, supply of adequate and appropriate skills, supply of adequate and appropriate skills, 

knowledge and attitudes, which can be used to knowledge and attitudes, which can be used to knowledge and attitudes, which can be used to 

harness other resources such as land, miner-harness other resources such as land, miner-harness other resources such as land, miner-

als and forests.als and forests.als and forests.   

   

Legal framework requirements Legal framework requirements Legal framework requirements 

for effective implementation of for effective implementation of for effective implementation of 

the revised TEVET policythe revised TEVET policythe revised TEVET policy   

TTT   
he situation analysis of the TEVET he situation analysis of the TEVET he situation analysis of the TEVET 

quality assurance system classifies quality assurance system classifies quality assurance system classifies 

training institutions according to their training institutions according to their training institutions according to their 

capacity to provide quality education and train-capacity to provide quality education and train-capacity to provide quality education and train-

ing.  Currently, more than 50% of the regis-ing.  Currently, more than 50% of the regis-ing.  Currently, more than 50% of the regis-

tered training institutions in TEVET barely tered training institutions in TEVET barely tered training institutions in TEVET barely 

meet minimum training standards. This signi-meet minimum training standards. This signi-meet minimum training standards. This signi-

fies that broadly, the TEVET sector in the fies that broadly, the TEVET sector in the fies that broadly, the TEVET sector in the 

country is tilted towards provision of lower country is tilted towards provision of lower country is tilted towards provision of lower 

quality training and skills provisions. quality training and skills provisions. quality training and skills provisions.    

   

Factors affecting the quality of training include Factors affecting the quality of training include Factors affecting the quality of training include 

poor infrastructure, inadequate and inappropri-poor infrastructure, inadequate and inappropri-poor infrastructure, inadequate and inappropri-

ate tools and equipment, limited teaching and ate tools and equipment, limited teaching and ate tools and equipment, limited teaching and 

learning materials and insufficient qualified and learning materials and insufficient qualified and learning materials and insufficient qualified and 

experienced trainers in the sector.  experienced trainers in the sector.  experienced trainers in the sector.     

   

Other factors are inadequate management and Other factors are inadequate management and Other factors are inadequate management and 

supervisory capacity to develop and implement supervisory capacity to develop and implement supervisory capacity to develop and implement 

Dr. Mushimba and Mrs. Siame distributing the policy document to stakeholders. Dr. Mushimba and Mrs. Siame distributing the policy document to stakeholders. Dr. Mushimba and Mrs. Siame distributing the policy document to stakeholders.    
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quality assurance systems in training institu-quality assurance systems in training institu-quality assurance systems in training institu-

tions in an effective and efficient manner. tions in an effective and efficient manner. tions in an effective and efficient manner.    

   

The quality of TEVET has also been greatly The quality of TEVET has also been greatly The quality of TEVET has also been greatly 

affected by inadequate and sometimes con-affected by inadequate and sometimes con-affected by inadequate and sometimes con-

flicting legal frameworks.  For instance, the flicting legal frameworks.  For instance, the flicting legal frameworks.  For instance, the 

TEVET sector is regulated by the TEVET Act TEVET sector is regulated by the TEVET Act TEVET sector is regulated by the TEVET Act 

No.  13 of 1998 and the TEVET Amendment No.  13 of 1998 and the TEVET Amendment No.  13 of 1998 and the TEVET Amendment 

Act No. 11 of 2005.  The TEVET Act (among Act No. 11 of 2005.  The TEVET Act (among Act No. 11 of 2005.  The TEVET Act (among 

others) establishes TEVETA and provides the others) establishes TEVETA and provides the others) establishes TEVETA and provides the 

regulatory framework for the regulatory framework for the regulatory framework for the 

sector.  It also provides for the sector.  It also provides for the sector.  It also provides for the 

establishment of public and pri-establishment of public and pri-establishment of public and pri-

vate training institutions. vate training institutions. vate training institutions.    

   

Despite the existence of this legal Despite the existence of this legal Despite the existence of this legal 

framework, there is training not framework, there is training not framework, there is training not 

regulated by the TEVET Act.  regulated by the TEVET Act.  regulated by the TEVET Act.  

This includes training in nursing This includes training in nursing This includes training in nursing 

and midwifery, education, tourism and midwifery, education, tourism and midwifery, education, tourism 

and hospitality, civil aviation and hospitality, civil aviation and hospitality, civil aviation 

among others, which are provid-among others, which are provid-among others, which are provid-

ed for through other legislative ed for through other legislative ed for through other legislative 

provisions. While these pieces of provisions. While these pieces of provisions. While these pieces of 

legislation have mostly comple-legislation have mostly comple-legislation have mostly comple-

mented the provision of TEVET, mented the provision of TEVET, mented the provision of TEVET, 

there are areas of duplication, there are areas of duplication, there are areas of duplication, 

conflict, and contradictions and conflict, and contradictions and conflict, and contradictions and 

this has resulted in the segmenta-this has resulted in the segmenta-this has resulted in the segmenta-

tion and lack of synergies in the tion and lack of synergies in the tion and lack of synergies in the 

provision of skills training.  It has also affected provision of skills training.  It has also affected provision of skills training.  It has also affected 

the standardisation of quality assurance in the the standardisation of quality assurance in the the standardisation of quality assurance in the 

country. country. country.    

   

The inadequacies in synergies has further The inadequacies in synergies has further The inadequacies in synergies has further 

negatively impacted private sector participa-negatively impacted private sector participa-negatively impacted private sector participa-

tion, which is key in developing occupational tion, which is key in developing occupational tion, which is key in developing occupational 

standards, forecast future skills that should be standards, forecast future skills that should be standards, forecast future skills that should be 

developed, participating in curriculum devel-developed, participating in curriculum devel-developed, participating in curriculum devel-

opment and review, financing and providing opment and review, financing and providing opment and review, financing and providing 

workworkwork---based learning opportunities such as based learning opportunities such as based learning opportunities such as 

industrial attachments, internships and ap-industrial attachments, internships and ap-industrial attachments, internships and ap-

prenticeships.  Inadequate synergies also led prenticeships.  Inadequate synergies also led prenticeships.  Inadequate synergies also led 

to challenges in the coordination and monitor-to challenges in the coordination and monitor-to challenges in the coordination and monitor-

ing of skills development in the country. In ing of skills development in the country. In ing of skills development in the country. In 

addition, the TEVET Act does not compre-addition, the TEVET Act does not compre-addition, the TEVET Act does not compre-

hensively cover the modes of training deliv-hensively cover the modes of training deliv-hensively cover the modes of training deliv-

ery, assessments, financing, and the twoery, assessments, financing, and the twoery, assessments, financing, and the two---tier tier tier 

system.  system.  system.     

   

Therefore, there is need to review the TEVET Therefore, there is need to review the TEVET Therefore, there is need to review the TEVET 

Act No. 13 of 1998 and TEVET (Amendment) Act No. 13 of 1998 and TEVET (Amendment) Act No. 13 of 1998 and TEVET (Amendment) 

Act No. 11 of 2005, Apprenticeship Act No. 36 of Act No. 11 of 2005, Apprenticeship Act No. 36 of Act No. 11 of 2005, Apprenticeship Act No. 36 of 

1965 and other Acts for the success of the re-1965 and other Acts for the success of the re-1965 and other Acts for the success of the re-

vised policy.vised policy.vised policy.   

   

Reforming financing of the TEVET sector is Reforming financing of the TEVET sector is Reforming financing of the TEVET sector is 

among the actions Government has taken to among the actions Government has taken to among the actions Government has taken to 

improve the quality of technical education and improve the quality of technical education and improve the quality of technical education and 

vocational training. The Government actualised vocational training. The Government actualised vocational training. The Government actualised 

the provision of the TEVET Amendment Act for the provision of the TEVET Amendment Act for the provision of the TEVET Amendment Act for 

the establishment and management of a fund for the establishment and management of a fund for the establishment and management of a fund for 

the sector. The provision of the TEVET Act on the sector. The provision of the TEVET Act on the sector. The provision of the TEVET Act on 

financing the sector was actualised through the financing the sector was actualised through the financing the sector was actualised through the 

enactment of the Skills Development Levy Act enactment of the Skills Development Levy Act enactment of the Skills Development Levy Act 

No. 46 of 2016, which led to the establishment of No. 46 of 2016, which led to the establishment of No. 46 of 2016, which led to the establishment of 

the Skills Development Fund (SDF). The SDF is the Skills Development Fund (SDF). The SDF is the Skills Development Fund (SDF). The SDF is 

accessed through inaccessed through inaccessed through in---service training, investment service training, investment service training, investment 

and development financing of human resource and development financing of human resource and development financing of human resource 

development, infrastructure/equipment, and development, infrastructure/equipment, and development, infrastructure/equipment, and 

systems development. Other financing areas of systems development. Other financing areas of systems development. Other financing areas of 

the SDF are TEVET bursary and MSMEs and the SDF are TEVET bursary and MSMEs and the SDF are TEVET bursary and MSMEs and 

informal sector training.  informal sector training.  informal sector training.     

   

The SDF financing modalities to the sector are The SDF financing modalities to the sector are The SDF financing modalities to the sector are 

interventions meant to improve access to TE-interventions meant to improve access to TE-interventions meant to improve access to TE-

VET by vulnerable youths and enhance quality VET by vulnerable youths and enhance quality VET by vulnerable youths and enhance quality 

of training, acquire modern equipment, provide of training, acquire modern equipment, provide of training, acquire modern equipment, provide 

continuous professional development in the continuous professional development in the continuous professional development in the 

sector and upsector and upsector and up---skilling MSMEs and informal sec-skilling MSMEs and informal sec-skilling MSMEs and informal sec-

tor players for enhanced job and wealth creation.  tor players for enhanced job and wealth creation.  tor players for enhanced job and wealth creation.  

The TEVET bursary scheme in the sector is The TEVET bursary scheme in the sector is The TEVET bursary scheme in the sector is 

mainly targeted at supporting vulnerable stu-mainly targeted at supporting vulnerable stu-mainly targeted at supporting vulnerable stu-

dents to acquire valuable skills and compe-dents to acquire valuable skills and compe-dents to acquire valuable skills and compe-

tences to participate in different social and tences to participate in different social and tences to participate in different social and 

economic sectors.  The youthful population of economic sectors.  The youthful population of economic sectors.  The youthful population of 

the country requires sustained funding of train-the country requires sustained funding of train-the country requires sustained funding of train-

ing to empower the youth with relevant handsing to empower the youth with relevant handsing to empower the youth with relevant hands---

on and entrepreneurial skills to add value to on and entrepreneurial skills to add value to on and entrepreneurial skills to add value to 

raw materials and create jobs and wealth. raw materials and create jobs and wealth. raw materials and create jobs and wealth.    

   

The SDF is a longThe SDF is a longThe SDF is a long---term financing strategy to term financing strategy to term financing strategy to 

harness relevant training provision in the sec-harness relevant training provision in the sec-harness relevant training provision in the sec-

tor. Procuring tor. Procuring tor. Procuring 

statestatestate---ofofof---thethethe---art art art 

training equip-training equip-training equip-

ment applicable ment applicable ment applicable 

in industry is in industry is in industry is 

among the main among the main among the main 

objectives of the objectives of the objectives of the 

Fund.  This inter-Fund.  This inter-Fund.  This inter-

vention is meant vention is meant vention is meant 

to minimise mis-to minimise mis-to minimise mis-

matches between matches between matches between 

technology exist-technology exist-technology exist-

ing in training ing in training ing in training 

institutions and institutions and institutions and 

the one used in the one used in the one used in 

the industry.  the industry.  the industry.  

Reviewing the Reviewing the Reviewing the 

curriculum is curriculum is curriculum is 

meant to realign meant to realign meant to realign 

it to industry it to industry it to industry 

needs and needs and needs and 

matching the curriculum to technology used in matching the curriculum to technology used in matching the curriculum to technology used in 

industry is the other critical aspect the SDF industry is the other critical aspect the SDF industry is the other critical aspect the SDF 

seeks to enhance.  seeks to enhance.  seeks to enhance.     

   

This revised TEVET policy has been devel-This revised TEVET policy has been devel-This revised TEVET policy has been devel-

oped in recognition of the fact that for the oped in recognition of the fact that for the oped in recognition of the fact that for the 

country to attain the Vision 2030, it needs country to attain the Vision 2030, it needs country to attain the Vision 2030, it needs 

highly skilled and competent citizens especial-highly skilled and competent citizens especial-highly skilled and competent citizens especial-

ly women, youths, and marginalised groups. ly women, youths, and marginalised groups. ly women, youths, and marginalised groups. 

The policy thus expresses Government‟s de-The policy thus expresses Government‟s de-The policy thus expresses Government‟s de-

sire to enhance skills development at all levels sire to enhance skills development at all levels sire to enhance skills development at all levels 

starting from trade test certificate to post grad-starting from trade test certificate to post grad-starting from trade test certificate to post grad-

uuuaaattteee...   SSSuuuccchhh   aaannn   eeelllaaabbbooorrraaattteee   pppooollliiicccyyy   aaannnddd   ooobbbjjjeeeccctttiiivvveeesss   

on training, financing and curriculum develop-on training, financing and curriculum develop-on training, financing and curriculum develop-

ment/reviews, among other critical variables ment/reviews, among other critical variables ment/reviews, among other critical variables 

are pertinent in the development of quality and are pertinent in the development of quality and are pertinent in the development of quality and 

adequate skilled persons in the country. adequate skilled persons in the country. adequate skilled persons in the country.    

   

Sustainable development in any nation can Sustainable development in any nation can Sustainable development in any nation can 

mainly be premised on a constant supply of mainly be premised on a constant supply of mainly be premised on a constant supply of 

adequate and appropriate skills, knowledge, adequate and appropriate skills, knowledge, adequate and appropriate skills, knowledge, 

LLL---R: TEVETA Director General (Mr. Cleophas Takaiza), Director Planning & Information (MoHER: TEVETA Director General (Mr. Cleophas Takaiza), Director Planning & Information (MoHER: TEVETA Director General (Mr. Cleophas Takaiza), Director Planning & Information (MoHE———Mr. Mr. Mr. 
Succeed Mubanga), PS Mrs. Siame, (Dr. Mushimba) & Director Vocational Education & Training (MoHESucceed Mubanga), PS Mrs. Siame, (Dr. Mushimba) & Director Vocational Education & Training (MoHESucceed Mubanga), PS Mrs. Siame, (Dr. Mushimba) & Director Vocational Education & Training (MoHE———
Mr. Alex Simumba) during launch of the revised TEVET policy.Mr. Alex Simumba) during launch of the revised TEVET policy.Mr. Alex Simumba) during launch of the revised TEVET policy. 
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and attitudes to harness other natural and attitudes to harness other natural and attitudes to harness other natural 

endowments in individual and national endowments in individual and national endowments in individual and national 

development. development. development.    

   

Government prioritises skills develop-Government prioritises skills develop-Government prioritises skills develop-

ment as a primary medium for improved ment as a primary medium for improved ment as a primary medium for improved 

productivity through value addition and productivity through value addition and productivity through value addition and 

industrialisation. The revised TEVET industrialisation. The revised TEVET industrialisation. The revised TEVET 

policy seeks to enhance productivity by policy seeks to enhance productivity by policy seeks to enhance productivity by 

empowering people with appropriate empowering people with appropriate empowering people with appropriate 

skills needed for personal progression skills needed for personal progression skills needed for personal progression 

and national development. The policy and national development. The policy and national development. The policy 

also seeks to inspire citizens to be inno-also seeks to inspire citizens to be inno-also seeks to inspire citizens to be inno-

vative, entrepreneurial, and technologi-vative, entrepreneurial, and technologi-vative, entrepreneurial, and technologi-

cally proficient. cally proficient. cally proficient.    

   

The revision of the policy was done The revision of the policy was done The revision of the policy was done 

after an evaluation of the 1996 TEVET after an evaluation of the 1996 TEVET after an evaluation of the 1996 TEVET 

policy. The policy evaluation revealed policy. The policy evaluation revealed policy. The policy evaluation revealed 

several challenges in its implementation several challenges in its implementation several challenges in its implementation 

since its formulation and adoption.  since its formulation and adoption.  since its formulation and adoption.  

Some of the challenges that hampered Some of the challenges that hampered Some of the challenges that hampered 

the implementation of the policy includ-the implementation of the policy includ-the implementation of the policy includ-

ed inconsistencies in the regulatory ed inconsistencies in the regulatory ed inconsistencies in the regulatory 

framework, inadequate quality control framework, inadequate quality control framework, inadequate quality control 

systems, inadequate human and finan-systems, inadequate human and finan-systems, inadequate human and finan-

cial resources, inadequate infrastruc-cial resources, inadequate infrastruc-cial resources, inadequate infrastruc-

ture, obsolete equipment and uncom-ture, obsolete equipment and uncom-ture, obsolete equipment and uncom-

petitive conditions of service, weak link-petitive conditions of service, weak link-petitive conditions of service, weak link-

ages with line ministries and other ages with line ministries and other ages with line ministries and other 

stakeholders.  stakeholders.  stakeholders.     

   

The revised policy has been developed The revised policy has been developed The revised policy has been developed 

to strengthen linkages with industry, to strengthen linkages with industry, to strengthen linkages with industry, 

coordination with line ministries and coordination with line ministries and coordination with line ministries and 

other TEVET providers, increase ac-other TEVET providers, increase ac-other TEVET providers, increase ac-

cess to skills for a growing youth popu-cess to skills for a growing youth popu-cess to skills for a growing youth popu-

lation and other target groups, and rea-lation and other target groups, and rea-lation and other target groups, and rea-

lign the policy to the 7NDP, Vision 2030 lign the policy to the 7NDP, Vision 2030 lign the policy to the 7NDP, Vision 2030 

and other government priorities on skills and other government priorities on skills and other government priorities on skills 

development. The policy also enhances development. The policy also enhances development. The policy also enhances 

entrepreneurship development, entrepreneurship development, entrepreneurship development, 

strengthens the regulatory framework, strengthens the regulatory framework, strengthens the regulatory framework, 

enhances curriculum development and enhances curriculum development and enhances curriculum development and 

review, enhances assessment process-review, enhances assessment process-review, enhances assessment process-

es in TEVET and ensures sustainability es in TEVET and ensures sustainability es in TEVET and ensures sustainability 

in financing of the TEVET sector. in financing of the TEVET sector. in financing of the TEVET sector.    

   

Other goals of the policy are to develop Other goals of the policy are to develop Other goals of the policy are to develop 

adequate infrastructure, build capacity adequate infrastructure, build capacity adequate infrastructure, build capacity 

in human resources focusing on crea-in human resources focusing on crea-in human resources focusing on crea-

tive, entrepreneurial and innovative tive, entrepreneurial and innovative tive, entrepreneurial and innovative 

skills and mainstream crossskills and mainstream crossskills and mainstream cross---cutting issues such cutting issues such cutting issues such 

as, gender, HIV and AIDS, Learners with Spe-as, gender, HIV and AIDS, Learners with Spe-as, gender, HIV and AIDS, Learners with Spe-

cial Educational Needs and vulnerable groups in cial Educational Needs and vulnerable groups in cial Educational Needs and vulnerable groups in 

the provision of TEVET.  Government envisages the provision of TEVET.  Government envisages the provision of TEVET.  Government envisages 

that realising sustainable sociothat realising sustainable sociothat realising sustainable socio---economic devel-economic devel-economic devel-

opment of the country would be enhanced by opment of the country would be enhanced by opment of the country would be enhanced by 

sufficiently investing in the youth, who constitute sufficiently investing in the youth, who constitute sufficiently investing in the youth, who constitute 

most of the country‟s population and labour most of the country‟s population and labour most of the country‟s population and labour 

force.  force.  force.     

   

Online Bursary Applica-Online Bursary Applica-Online Bursary Applica-
tion System Launchedtion System Launchedtion System Launched   
   

TEVET NewswritterTEVET NewswritterTEVET Newswritter   

The Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) has The Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) has The Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE) has 

launched an Online Bursary Application System launched an Online Bursary Application System launched an Online Bursary Application System 

for the TEVET sector to improve the processing for the TEVET sector to improve the processing for the TEVET sector to improve the processing 

of applications for the bursary. Higher Education of applications for the bursary. Higher Education of applications for the bursary. Higher Education 

Minister, Dr. Brian Mushimba who launched the Minister, Dr. Brian Mushimba who launched the Minister, Dr. Brian Mushimba who launched the 

system expressed happiness that local develop-system expressed happiness that local develop-system expressed happiness that local develop-

ers were finding solutions to the national sys-ers were finding solutions to the national sys-ers were finding solutions to the national sys-

tems. He said the TEVET Online Bursary Appli-tems. He said the TEVET Online Bursary Appli-tems. He said the TEVET Online Bursary Appli-

cation System signified a very important mile-cation System signified a very important mile-cation System signified a very important mile-

stone for the Ministry. “The system will benefit stone for the Ministry. “The system will benefit stone for the Ministry. “The system will benefit 

Institutions and student applicants easing the Institutions and student applicants easing the Institutions and student applicants easing the 

process and creating an enabling environment process and creating an enabling environment process and creating an enabling environment 

to access the application documents on an to access the application documents on an to access the application documents on an 

online platform. The manual system that encom-online platform. The manual system that encom-online platform. The manual system that encom-

passed “red tape” and other cumbersome fac-passed “red tape” and other cumbersome fac-passed “red tape” and other cumbersome fac-

tors has today been replaced with such a smart tors has today been replaced with such a smart tors has today been replaced with such a smart 

system that will expedite the process.”system that will expedite the process.”system that will expedite the process.”   

   

TEVET Bursary Scheme was introduced in 2002 TEVET Bursary Scheme was introduced in 2002 TEVET Bursary Scheme was introduced in 2002 

by Government with the objective to provide by Government with the objective to provide by Government with the objective to provide 

support to vulnerable and meritorious students in support to vulnerable and meritorious students in support to vulnerable and meritorious students in 

meeting most of their training fees. This scheme is meeting most of their training fees. This scheme is meeting most of their training fees. This scheme is 

managed by the Ministry of Higher Education. managed by the Ministry of Higher Education. managed by the Ministry of Higher Education.    

   

Since inception, a manual application system has Since inception, a manual application system has Since inception, a manual application system has 

been used to manage the TEVET Bursary, which been used to manage the TEVET Bursary, which been used to manage the TEVET Bursary, which 

has proven to be expensive and time consuming. It has proven to be expensive and time consuming. It has proven to be expensive and time consuming. It 

is against this background that the Ministry devel-is against this background that the Ministry devel-is against this background that the Ministry devel-

oped the Online Bursary Application system and oped the Online Bursary Application system and oped the Online Bursary Application system and 

rolled it out last year. rolled it out last year. rolled it out last year.    

   

In the past three years alone, about 12, 100 young In the past three years alone, about 12, 100 young In the past three years alone, about 12, 100 young 

people have been awarded TEVET bursaries people have been awarded TEVET bursaries people have been awarded TEVET bursaries 

across the country. More 1, 500 applicants were across the country. More 1, 500 applicants were across the country. More 1, 500 applicants were 

awarded TEVET bursary in 2018; in 2019 more awarded TEVET bursary in 2018; in 2019 more awarded TEVET bursary in 2018; in 2019 more 

than 4, 600; and more than 6000 in 2020. than 4, 600; and more than 6000 in 2020. than 4, 600; and more than 6000 in 2020.    

   

Objectives of Bursary SchemeObjectives of Bursary SchemeObjectives of Bursary Scheme   

(i) To provide financial support to vulnerable stu-(i) To provide financial support to vulnerable stu-(i) To provide financial support to vulnerable stu-

dents in order to enable them access skills training;dents in order to enable them access skills training;dents in order to enable them access skills training;   

(ii) To encourage female students take up skills (ii) To encourage female students take up skills (ii) To encourage female students take up skills 

training in traditionally male dominated courses in training in traditionally male dominated courses in training in traditionally male dominated courses in 

order to promote gender equali-order to promote gender equali-order to promote gender equali-

ty;ty;ty;   

(iii) To promote critical skills for (iii) To promote critical skills for (iii) To promote critical skills for 

national development; andnational development; andnational development; and   

(iv) To provide qualitative train-(iv) To provide qualitative train-(iv) To provide qualitative train-

ing for imparting appropriate ing for imparting appropriate ing for imparting appropriate 

vocational skills relevant to so-vocational skills relevant to so-vocational skills relevant to so-

ciociocio---economic development economic development economic development 

needs of Zambianeeds of Zambianeeds of Zambia   

   

The Scope of the Bursary The Scope of the Bursary The Scope of the Bursary 

SchemeSchemeScheme   

(i) To provide bursary according (i) To provide bursary according (i) To provide bursary according 

to the demands of the National to the demands of the National to the demands of the National 

Development Plans; andDevelopment Plans; andDevelopment Plans; and   

(ii) To provide bursary at 60% for (ii) To provide bursary at 60% for (ii) To provide bursary at 60% for 

rural based institutions, 30% urban based institu-rural based institutions, 30% urban based institu-rural based institutions, 30% urban based institu-

tions and 10% for Persons with disabilities.tions and 10% for Persons with disabilities.tions and 10% for Persons with disabilities.   

   

The Bursary Award shall cover the following key The Bursary Award shall cover the following key The Bursary Award shall cover the following key 

areas:areas:areas:   

   

(i) Tuition fees to be paid to the institution at (50%, (i) Tuition fees to be paid to the institution at (50%, (i) Tuition fees to be paid to the institution at (50%, 

75% and 100%) depending on the location of the 75% and 100%) depending on the location of the 75% and 100%) depending on the location of the 

training institution, the programme offered and the training institution, the programme offered and the training institution, the programme offered and the 

funds available from the Treasury;funds available from the Treasury;funds available from the Treasury;   

(ii) Boarding and lodging Fees (where applicable) (ii) Boarding and lodging Fees (where applicable) (ii) Boarding and lodging Fees (where applicable) 

paid directly to the Institution; andpaid directly to the Institution; andpaid directly to the Institution; and   

(iii) Examination fees (100%) shall be paid directly (iii) Examination fees (100%) shall be paid directly (iii) Examination fees (100%) shall be paid directly 

to the Institution.to the Institution.to the Institution.   

Dr. Mushimba shares a light moment with Director General TEVETA (Mr. Dr. Mushimba shares a light moment with Director General TEVETA (Mr. Dr. Mushimba shares a light moment with Director General TEVETA (Mr. 
Cleophas Takaiza) as Zambia Qualifications Authority CEO Mrs. Mirriam  Cleophas Takaiza) as Zambia Qualifications Authority CEO Mrs. Mirriam  Cleophas Takaiza) as Zambia Qualifications Authority CEO Mrs. Mirriam  
Chiyaba looks on.Chiyaba looks on.Chiyaba looks on.   
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Eligibility of an applicantEligibility of an applicantEligibility of an applicant   

(i) Must be Zambian and in possession of a (i) Must be Zambian and in possession of a (i) Must be Zambian and in possession of a 

Green National Registration Card with  any of Green National Registration Card with  any of Green National Registration Card with  any of 

the following qualifications:the following qualifications:the following qualifications:   

(ii) Grade 12 Certificate or its equivalent for (ii) Grade 12 Certificate or its equivalent for (ii) Grade 12 Certificate or its equivalent for 

those applying for Craft Certificate, Techni-those applying for Craft Certificate, Techni-those applying for Craft Certificate, Techni-

cian / Advanced Certificate, Technologist / cian / Advanced Certificate, Technologist / cian / Advanced Certificate, Technologist / 

Diploma and Degree Programmes;Diploma and Degree Programmes;Diploma and Degree Programmes;   

(iii) Grade 9 Certificate or Grade 7 Certificate (iii) Grade 9 Certificate or Grade 7 Certificate (iii) Grade 9 Certificate or Grade 7 Certificate 

for those applying for Trade Test Pro-for those applying for Trade Test Pro-for those applying for Trade Test Pro-

grammes. MoHE encourages those who have grammes. MoHE encourages those who have grammes. MoHE encourages those who have 

never been to school to apply for trade test never been to school to apply for trade test never been to school to apply for trade test 

programmes;programmes;programmes;   

(iv) Must possess acceptance letters from the (iv) Must possess acceptance letters from the (iv) Must possess acceptance letters from the 

MoHE InstitutionsMoHE InstitutionsMoHE Institutions   

(v) Must obtain a Social Welfare Report from (v) Must obtain a Social Welfare Report from (v) Must obtain a Social Welfare Report from 

the District Social Welfare Offices under the the District Social Welfare Offices under the the District Social Welfare Offices under the 

Ministry of Community Development and Ministry of Community Development and Ministry of Community Development and 

Social Welfare where applicants reside;Social Welfare where applicants reside;Social Welfare where applicants reside;   

(vi) Must not be on any other bursary support; (vi) Must not be on any other bursary support; (vi) Must not be on any other bursary support; 

andandand   

(vii) Must not be more than 35 years old at the (vii) Must not be more than 35 years old at the (vii) Must not be more than 35 years old at the 

time of making the bursary support applica-time of making the bursary support applica-time of making the bursary support applica-

tion;tion;tion;   

   

The Ministry of Higher Education encourages The Ministry of Higher Education encourages The Ministry of Higher Education encourages 

returning students to apply under special returning students to apply under special returning students to apply under special 

circumstances where they can prove that their circumstances where they can prove that their circumstances where they can prove that their 

sponsor/guardian are unable to continue in sponsor/guardian are unable to continue in sponsor/guardian are unable to continue in 

instances of death, disability, terminal/chronic instances of death, disability, terminal/chronic instances of death, disability, terminal/chronic 

illness or retrenchment by attaching support-illness or retrenchment by attaching support-illness or retrenchment by attaching support-

ing legal documents such as death certifi-ing legal documents such as death certifi-ing legal documents such as death certifi-

cates, medical reports, court orders, among cates, medical reports, court orders, among cates, medical reports, court orders, among 

others.others.others.   

   

K11 million disbursed K11 million disbursed K11 million disbursed 
for MSME/informal sec-for MSME/informal sec-for MSME/informal sec-
tor skills trainingtor skills trainingtor skills training   
   

TEVETA Newswritter TEVETA Newswritter TEVETA Newswritter    

Zambia has set a goal to create jobs and Zambia has set a goal to create jobs and Zambia has set a goal to create jobs and 

diversify the economy as articulated in the diversify the economy as articulated in the diversify the economy as articulated in the 

Seventh National Development Plan (7NDP) Seventh National Development Plan (7NDP) Seventh National Development Plan (7NDP) 

and Vision 2030. Key sectors to increased and Vision 2030. Key sectors to increased and Vision 2030. Key sectors to increased 

and diversified job creation include agricul-and diversified job creation include agricul-and diversified job creation include agricul-

ture, extractive industry, construction, and ture, extractive industry, construction, and ture, extractive industry, construction, and 

transport industries. A skilled workforce is one transport industries. A skilled workforce is one transport industries. A skilled workforce is one 

of the main factors in wealth creation aspira-of the main factors in wealth creation aspira-of the main factors in wealth creation aspira-

tions. In the 7NDP, TEVET has identified as a tions. In the 7NDP, TEVET has identified as a tions. In the 7NDP, TEVET has identified as a 

critical sector to develop relevant skills to critical sector to develop relevant skills to critical sector to develop relevant skills to 

actualise individual and national development actualise individual and national development actualise individual and national development 

aspirations.  aspirations.  aspirations.     

   

The development of relevant skills requires The development of relevant skills requires The development of relevant skills requires 

increased access to education and training increased access to education and training increased access to education and training 

opportunities in the country. Financing educa-opportunities in the country. Financing educa-opportunities in the country. Financing educa-

tion and training enhances the development of tion and training enhances the development of tion and training enhances the development of 

skilled workforce in the country. In the TEVET skilled workforce in the country. In the TEVET skilled workforce in the country. In the TEVET 

sector, the TEVET Fund is pivotal in enhancing sector, the TEVET Fund is pivotal in enhancing sector, the TEVET Fund is pivotal in enhancing 

the sector‟s outputs in skills development. The the sector‟s outputs in skills development. The the sector‟s outputs in skills development. The 

TEVET Fund plays an important role in devel-TEVET Fund plays an important role in devel-TEVET Fund plays an important role in devel-

oping a high quality, sustainable, demandoping a high quality, sustainable, demandoping a high quality, sustainable, demand---

driven, and equitable TEVET system. Disburse-driven, and equitable TEVET system. Disburse-driven, and equitable TEVET system. Disburse-

ment of the fund is through four pillars namely ment of the fund is through four pillars namely ment of the fund is through four pillars namely 

preprepre---employment, inemployment, inemployment, in---service, investment and service, investment and service, investment and 

MSME/informal sector training. MSME/informal sector training. MSME/informal sector training.    

   

In line with the 7NDP intervention pillars, In line with the 7NDP intervention pillars, In line with the 7NDP intervention pillars, 

TEVETA signed training contracts with 70 train-TEVETA signed training contracts with 70 train-TEVETA signed training contracts with 70 train-

ing institutions worth K11 million for and ing institutions worth K11 million for and ing institutions worth K11 million for and 

MSMEs/Informal sector training. The funded MSMEs/Informal sector training. The funded MSMEs/Informal sector training. The funded 

training was in over 26 different skill areas. The training was in over 26 different skill areas. The training was in over 26 different skill areas. The 

contracts were signed with training institutions contracts were signed with training institutions contracts were signed with training institutions 

registered with TEVETA across the country. registered with TEVETA across the country. registered with TEVETA across the country. 

The training programmes were benefiting more The training programmes were benefiting more The training programmes were benefiting more 

than 4, 500 unskilled out of school youth and than 4, 500 unskilled out of school youth and than 4, 500 unskilled out of school youth and 

MSME/Informal sector players that need skilling MSME/Informal sector players that need skilling MSME/Informal sector players that need skilling 

to enhance their productivity, efficiency and to enhance their productivity, efficiency and to enhance their productivity, efficiency and 

material utilisation. material utilisation. material utilisation.    

   

Funded training institutions were Youth Re-Funded training institutions were Youth Re-Funded training institutions were Youth Re-

source Centres under the Ministry of Youth and source Centres under the Ministry of Youth and source Centres under the Ministry of Youth and 

Sport; Ministry of General Education‟s skills Sport; Ministry of General Education‟s skills Sport; Ministry of General Education‟s skills 

training centres; and Communitytraining centres; and Communitytraining centres; and Community---Based skills Based skills Based skills 

centres. Others are Ministry of Higher Educa-centres. Others are Ministry of Higher Educa-centres. Others are Ministry of Higher Educa-

tion TEVET institutions; Private Institutions; tion TEVET institutions; Private Institutions; tion TEVET institutions; Private Institutions; 

Zambia Correctional Services (skills training Zambia Correctional Services (skills training Zambia Correctional Services (skills training 

section); and Faithsection); and Faithsection); and Faith---Based skills training cen-Based skills training cen-Based skills training cen-

tres. The fund for the training has been sourced tres. The fund for the training has been sourced tres. The fund for the training has been sourced 

from the Skills Development Fund (SDF).  The from the Skills Development Fund (SDF).  The from the Skills Development Fund (SDF).  The 

SDF was established under the Skills Develop-SDF was established under the Skills Develop-SDF was established under the Skills Develop-

ment Levy Act Number 46 of 2016.  ment Levy Act Number 46 of 2016.  ment Levy Act Number 46 of 2016.     

   

Funded training was in agriculture (poultry Funded training was in agriculture (poultry Funded training was in agriculture (poultry 

management, pig production, fish farming, hor-management, pig production, fish farming, hor-management, pig production, fish farming, hor-

ticulture/vegetable production, bee keeping and ticulture/vegetable production, bee keeping and ticulture/vegetable production, bee keeping and 

goat production); construction (woodwork tech-goat production); construction (woodwork tech-goat production); construction (woodwork tech-

nology, building technology, plumbing and pipe nology, building technology, plumbing and pipe nology, building technology, plumbing and pipe 

fitting and electrical engineering); engineering/fitting and electrical engineering); engineering/fitting and electrical engineering); engineering/

manufacturing (metal fabrication, automotive manufacturing (metal fabrication, automotive manufacturing (metal fabrication, automotive 

mechanics, diesel mechanics, vehicle body mechanics, diesel mechanics, vehicle body mechanics, diesel mechanics, vehicle body 

maintenance and refinishing, fashion and textile maintenance and refinishing, fashion and textile maintenance and refinishing, fashion and textile 

design technology and welding);  and  tourism/design technology and welding);  and  tourism/design technology and welding);  and  tourism/

hospitality (food production, wildlife safari guid-hospitality (food production, wildlife safari guid-hospitality (food production, wildlife safari guid-

ing, safari driving, canoeing, and camp site ing, safari driving, canoeing, and camp site ing, safari driving, canoeing, and camp site 

construction). The funding targets SMEs/construction). The funding targets SMEs/construction). The funding targets SMEs/

Informal sector players, out of school unem-Informal sector players, out of school unem-Informal sector players, out of school unem-

ployed youth and entrepreneurs needing up or ployed youth and entrepreneurs needing up or ployed youth and entrepreneurs needing up or 

reskilling.reskilling.reskilling.   

   

The development of MSMEs is one of the long The development of MSMEs is one of the long The development of MSMEs is one of the long 

term ways of reducing levels of poverty and term ways of reducing levels of poverty and term ways of reducing levels of poverty and 

improving households‟ quality of life through improving households‟ quality of life through improving households‟ quality of life through 

wealth and job creation. In line with the 7NDP wealth and job creation. In line with the 7NDP wealth and job creation. In line with the 7NDP 

and government‟s aspirations on value addi-and government‟s aspirations on value addi-and government‟s aspirations on value addi-

tion to raw materials, the TEVET Fund seeks tion to raw materials, the TEVET Fund seeks tion to raw materials, the TEVET Fund seeks 

to increase access to skills training among to increase access to skills training among to increase access to skills training among 

youths who are not in school and MSMEs and youths who are not in school and MSMEs and youths who are not in school and MSMEs and 

develop quality skilled persons to drive nation-develop quality skilled persons to drive nation-develop quality skilled persons to drive nation-

al goals envisaged in national goals. It also al goals envisaged in national goals. It also al goals envisaged in national goals. It also 

seeks to improve economic status of communi-seeks to improve economic status of communi-seeks to improve economic status of communi-

ties either through employment or entrepre-ties either through employment or entrepre-ties either through employment or entrepre-

neurial undertakings, reduce poverty and pro-neurial undertakings, reduce poverty and pro-neurial undertakings, reduce poverty and pro-

mote value addition like in beemote value addition like in beemote value addition like in bee---keeping keeping keeping 

through production of other products and im-through production of other products and im-through production of other products and im-

prove efficiency and material use. prove efficiency and material use. prove efficiency and material use.    

   

The fund provides for continuous improve-The fund provides for continuous improve-The fund provides for continuous improve-

ments in quality, relevance and accessing to ments in quality, relevance and accessing to ments in quality, relevance and accessing to 

training in relation to the 7NDP. The 7NDP training in relation to the 7NDP. The 7NDP training in relation to the 7NDP. The 7NDP 

recognises TEVET as a strategic component recognises TEVET as a strategic component recognises TEVET as a strategic component 

that ensures enhanced human capacity for that ensures enhanced human capacity for that ensures enhanced human capacity for 

sustainable national development, increased sustainable national development, increased sustainable national development, increased 

skilled persons‟ employability, productivity, and skilled persons‟ employability, productivity, and skilled persons‟ employability, productivity, and 

efficiency. The TEVET Fund provides a mech-efficiency. The TEVET Fund provides a mech-efficiency. The TEVET Fund provides a mech-

aaannniiisssmmm   ttthhhaaattt   eeennncccooouuurrraaagggeeesss   tttrrraaaiiinnniiinnnggg   iiinnnssstttiiitttuuutttiiiooonnnsss   iiinnn   

TEVET to respond to skills demands from the TEVET to respond to skills demands from the TEVET to respond to skills demands from the 

labour market in the formal and informal sec-labour market in the formal and informal sec-labour market in the formal and informal sec-

tors.tors.tors.   

The upThe upThe up---skilling of MSMEs provides them new skilling of MSMEs provides them new skilling of MSMEs provides them new 

skills to remain competitive. Upskills to remain competitive. Upskills to remain competitive. Up---skilling is one skilling is one skilling is one 

of the strategic interventions to ensure enter-of the strategic interventions to ensure enter-of the strategic interventions to ensure enter-

prises remained buoyant, especially that the prises remained buoyant, especially that the prises remained buoyant, especially that the 

business world has become very fluid, technol-business world has become very fluid, technol-business world has become very fluid, technol-

ogy is becoming more sophisticated and peo-ogy is becoming more sophisticated and peo-ogy is becoming more sophisticated and peo-

ple‟s roles and type of skills for production ple‟s roles and type of skills for production ple‟s roles and type of skills for production 

have change. MSMEs thus need to be open to have change. MSMEs thus need to be open to have change. MSMEs thus need to be open to 

new skills and learning opportunities for them new skills and learning opportunities for them new skills and learning opportunities for them 

to remain competitive and strengthen their role to remain competitive and strengthen their role to remain competitive and strengthen their role 

in the economy. in the economy. in the economy.    

   

The major objectives of upThe major objectives of upThe major objectives of up---skilling MSMEs and skilling MSMEs and skilling MSMEs and 

informal sector players are to increase their informal sector players are to increase their informal sector players are to increase their 

productivity and enhance their technical skills productivity and enhance their technical skills productivity and enhance their technical skills 
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for improved product quality and service for improved product quality and service for improved product quality and service 

delivery. It is also meant to improve delivery. It is also meant to improve delivery. It is also meant to improve 

their management and social skills for their management and social skills for their management and social skills for 

partnerships and business linkages with partnerships and business linkages with partnerships and business linkages with 

others to booster their ability to produce others to booster their ability to produce others to booster their ability to produce 

or meet market requirements. Broaden-or meet market requirements. Broaden-or meet market requirements. Broaden-

ing their knowledge base and potential ing their knowledge base and potential ing their knowledge base and potential 

to grow their enterprises and learning to grow their enterprises and learning to grow their enterprises and learning 

how to efficiently use material and time how to efficiently use material and time how to efficiently use material and time 

management are the other objectives of management are the other objectives of management are the other objectives of 

the upthe upthe up---skilling. skilling. skilling.    

   

The TEVET Fund also intervenes in The TEVET Fund also intervenes in The TEVET Fund also intervenes in 

enhancing income opportunities for poor enhancing income opportunities for poor enhancing income opportunities for poor 

and marginalised groups, and enhance and marginalised groups, and enhance and marginalised groups, and enhance 

access to quality, equitable and inclu-access to quality, equitable and inclu-access to quality, equitable and inclu-

sive education. People in remote areas sive education. People in remote areas sive education. People in remote areas 

have been disenfranchised because of have been disenfranchised because of have been disenfranchised because of 

being excluded from education. The being excluded from education. The being excluded from education. The 

fund provides inclusive skills acquisition fund provides inclusive skills acquisition fund provides inclusive skills acquisition 

by the youth and other age groups lack-by the youth and other age groups lack-by the youth and other age groups lack-

ing financial capacity and training op-ing financial capacity and training op-ing financial capacity and training op-

portunities by financing skills training portunities by financing skills training portunities by financing skills training 

across the country and sectors. The across the country and sectors. The across the country and sectors. The 

finances are accessed through training finances are accessed through training finances are accessed through training 

providers, which has led to reduction in providers, which has led to reduction in providers, which has led to reduction in 

skills inequality in the economy. Inclu-skills inequality in the economy. Inclu-skills inequality in the economy. Inclu-

sive access to education and training is sive access to education and training is sive access to education and training is 

one of the goals of the 7NDP. one of the goals of the 7NDP. one of the goals of the 7NDP.    

   

TEVET institutions TEVET institutions TEVET institutions 
receive more than receive more than receive more than 
125, 000 face masks 125, 000 face masks 125, 000 face masks 
in readiness for reo-in readiness for reo-in readiness for reo-
peningpeningpening   
   

TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter    

Almost each aspect of usual life has Almost each aspect of usual life has Almost each aspect of usual life has 

been affected by the spread of COVIDbeen affected by the spread of COVIDbeen affected by the spread of COVID---

19. Businesses of different sizes and 19. Businesses of different sizes and 19. Businesses of different sizes and 

industries across sectors have been industries across sectors have been industries across sectors have been 

significantly impacted. One area that significantly impacted. One area that significantly impacted. One area that 

COVIDCOVIDCOVID---19 largely impacted and desta-19 largely impacted and desta-19 largely impacted and desta-

bilised progress is in higher education. bilised progress is in higher education. bilised progress is in higher education. 

Colleges and universities have been Colleges and universities have been Colleges and universities have been 

thrown into uncertain waters as they thrown into uncertain waters as they thrown into uncertain waters as they 

converted to econverted to econverted to e---learning while they strug-learning while they strug-learning while they strug-

gled with a myriad of challenges. The gled with a myriad of challenges. The gled with a myriad of challenges. The 

challenges were more pronounced challenges were more pronounced challenges were more pronounced 

when it comes to programmes that require prac-when it comes to programmes that require prac-when it comes to programmes that require prac-

tical lessons in the workshops. tical lessons in the workshops. tical lessons in the workshops.    

   

The reopening of colleges and universities for The reopening of colleges and universities for The reopening of colleges and universities for 

physical learning across the country proved physical learning across the country proved physical learning across the country proved 

problematic as coronavirus numbers spiked. But problematic as coronavirus numbers spiked. But problematic as coronavirus numbers spiked. But 

by Government and stakeholders took pragmat-by Government and stakeholders took pragmat-by Government and stakeholders took pragmat-

ic collective actions to support training institu-ic collective actions to support training institu-ic collective actions to support training institu-

tions, students, and entire education system to tions, students, and entire education system to tions, students, and entire education system to 

ensure learning was not completely disrupted ensure learning was not completely disrupted ensure learning was not completely disrupted 

for a long time. The efforts and determination to for a long time. The efforts and determination to for a long time. The efforts and determination to 

fight the pandemic resulted into the reopening fight the pandemic resulted into the reopening fight the pandemic resulted into the reopening 

on colleges and universities.on colleges and universities.on colleges and universities.   

   

To support the reopening of training institutions, To support the reopening of training institutions, To support the reopening of training institutions, 

the Disaster Management and Mitigation Unit the Disaster Management and Mitigation Unit the Disaster Management and Mitigation Unit 

(DMMU) provided more than 233, 000 face (DMMU) provided more than 233, 000 face (DMMU) provided more than 233, 000 face 

masks to the Ministry of Higher Education for masks to the Ministry of Higher Education for masks to the Ministry of Higher Education for 

colleges and universities. The masks were dis-colleges and universities. The masks were dis-colleges and universities. The masks were dis-

tributed to lower the financial burden of provid-tributed to lower the financial burden of provid-tributed to lower the financial burden of provid-

ing masks to students by parents as they reo-ing masks to students by parents as they reo-ing masks to students by parents as they reo-

pen.  More than 125, 400 of the 233, 000 masks pen.  More than 125, 400 of the 233, 000 masks pen.  More than 125, 400 of the 233, 000 masks 

have been distributed to TEVET institutions have been distributed to TEVET institutions have been distributed to TEVET institutions 

across the country. across the country. across the country.    

   

Each student received three (3) of the reusable Each student received three (3) of the reusable Each student received three (3) of the reusable 

clothe masks to be provided by recipient training clothe masks to be provided by recipient training clothe masks to be provided by recipient training 

institutions in the sector. The masks benefited institutions in the sector. The masks benefited institutions in the sector. The masks benefited 

41, 800 students in the TEVET sector. Current 41, 800 students in the TEVET sector. Current 41, 800 students in the TEVET sector. Current 

training institutions registered with TEVETA are training institutions registered with TEVETA are training institutions registered with TEVETA are 

295. Government owns 36.3% of those training 295. Government owns 36.3% of those training 295. Government owns 36.3% of those training 

institutions whilst 25.7% are under the private institutions whilst 25.7% are under the private institutions whilst 25.7% are under the private 

hands.  The church owns 17.8%, community hands.  The church owns 17.8%, community hands.  The church owns 17.8%, community 

members 8.6%, trusts 7.2%, companies 2.7% members 8.6%, trusts 7.2%, companies 2.7% members 8.6%, trusts 7.2%, companies 2.7% 

and 1.7% are owned by nongovernmental or-and 1.7% are owned by nongovernmental or-and 1.7% are owned by nongovernmental or-

ganisations (NGOs).  The institutions received ganisations (NGOs).  The institutions received ganisations (NGOs).  The institutions received 

the masks regardless of the ownership. the masks regardless of the ownership. the masks regardless of the ownership.    

   

To cushion the financial pressures by parents to To cushion the financial pressures by parents to To cushion the financial pressures by parents to 

provide masks to learners as they reopen, Gov-provide masks to learners as they reopen, Gov-provide masks to learners as they reopen, Gov-

ernment provided the face masks to ensure no ernment provided the face masks to ensure no ernment provided the face masks to ensure no 

learner is denied access to training institutions learner is denied access to training institutions learner is denied access to training institutions 

for not having a mask. With COVIDfor not having a mask. With COVIDfor not having a mask. With COVID---19 having 19 having 19 having 

disrupted business operations and many eco-disrupted business operations and many eco-disrupted business operations and many eco-

nomic activities, Government considered the nomic activities, Government considered the nomic activities, Government considered the 

procurement of face masks for learners as one procurement of face masks for learners as one procurement of face masks for learners as one 

of easing the returning of learners to school. of easing the returning of learners to school. of easing the returning of learners to school.    

   

Some of the institutions are owned by the Minis-Some of the institutions are owned by the Minis-Some of the institutions are owned by the Minis-

tries of Higher Education. Others are for the tries of Higher Education. Others are for the tries of Higher Education. Others are for the 

Ministries of Youth, Sports and Child Develop-Ministries of Youth, Sports and Child Develop-Ministries of Youth, Sports and Child Develop-

ment; Community Development; General Edu-ment; Community Development; General Edu-ment; Community Development; General Edu-

cation; Commerce and Trade; Local Government cation; Commerce and Trade; Local Government cation; Commerce and Trade; Local Government 

and Defense. Whilst the rest are owned by the and Defense. Whilst the rest are owned by the and Defense. Whilst the rest are owned by the 

church, companies, communities, NGOs and pri-church, companies, communities, NGOs and pri-church, companies, communities, NGOs and pri-

vate individuals.vate individuals.vate individuals.   

   

The face masks are among the preventive The face masks are among the preventive The face masks are among the preventive 

measures against the spread of COVIDmeasures against the spread of COVIDmeasures against the spread of COVID---19. All 19. All 19. All 

students are required to wear masks when attend-students are required to wear masks when attend-students are required to wear masks when attend-

ing classes. ing classes. ing classes.    

   

Face masks combined with other preventive Face masks combined with other preventive Face masks combined with other preventive 

measures including handmeasures including handmeasures including hand---washing and physical washing and physical washing and physical 

distancing help prevent the spread of the corona-distancing help prevent the spread of the corona-distancing help prevent the spread of the corona-

virus. Face masks stop the spread of respiratory virus. Face masks stop the spread of respiratory virus. Face masks stop the spread of respiratory 

droplets as talking, coughing or sneezing. Face droplets as talking, coughing or sneezing. Face droplets as talking, coughing or sneezing. Face 

masks would thus reduce the spread of the coro-masks would thus reduce the spread of the coro-masks would thus reduce the spread of the coro-

navirus when they are widely used by people in navirus when they are widely used by people in navirus when they are widely used by people in 

public settings. public settings. public settings.    

   

Government is providing students with face masks Government is providing students with face masks Government is providing students with face masks 

to ease reopening of colleges as students without to ease reopening of colleges as students without to ease reopening of colleges as students without 

masks will not be allowed to attend lessons. The masks will not be allowed to attend lessons. The masks will not be allowed to attend lessons. The 

distribution of masks is an effort “not to leave any-distribution of masks is an effort “not to leave any-distribution of masks is an effort “not to leave any-

one behind” in the new normal. The reopening of one behind” in the new normal. The reopening of one behind” in the new normal. The reopening of 

schools, colleges and universities is in abidance to schools, colleges and universities is in abidance to schools, colleges and universities is in abidance to 

strict adherence to the health guidelines provided strict adherence to the health guidelines provided strict adherence to the health guidelines provided 

by the Ministry of Health.by the Ministry of Health.by the Ministry of Health.   

   

Managers of the training institutions are required to Managers of the training institutions are required to Managers of the training institutions are required to 

provide leadership in ensuring that learning institu-provide leadership in ensuring that learning institu-provide leadership in ensuring that learning institu-

tions are safe for learners and prevent the spread tions are safe for learners and prevent the spread tions are safe for learners and prevent the spread 

of COVIDof COVIDof COVID---19 among learners. The training institu-19 among learners. The training institu-19 among learners. The training institu-

tions are working with health officials and the com-tions are working with health officials and the com-tions are working with health officials and the com-

munity at large to ensure that there is strict adher-munity at large to ensure that there is strict adher-munity at large to ensure that there is strict adher-

ence to the guidelines provided by both the Minis-ence to the guidelines provided by both the Minis-ence to the guidelines provided by both the Minis-

try of Health and the Ministries in charge educa-try of Health and the Ministries in charge educa-try of Health and the Ministries in charge educa-

tion. tion. tion.    

   

President Edgar Lungu announced the reopening President Edgar Lungu announced the reopening President Edgar Lungu announced the reopening 

of nonof nonof non---examination classes at secondary school, examination classes at secondary school, examination classes at secondary school, 

college and university levels during the reopened college and university levels during the reopened college and university levels during the reopened 

parliament on September 11, 2020. The President parliament on September 11, 2020. The President parliament on September 11, 2020. The President 

directed Ministries of General and Higher Educa-directed Ministries of General and Higher Educa-directed Ministries of General and Higher Educa-

tion to work on modalities to reopen schools, col-tion to work on modalities to reopen schools, col-tion to work on modalities to reopen schools, col-

leges and universities from 14leges and universities from 14leges and universities from 14---28 September.  28 September.  28 September.     

   

The reopening is done with total observance to The reopening is done with total observance to The reopening is done with total observance to 

COVIDCOVIDCOVID---19 guidelines. The Ministry of Higher Edu-19 guidelines. The Ministry of Higher Edu-19 guidelines. The Ministry of Higher Edu-

cation recommended training institutions to ensure cation recommended training institutions to ensure cation recommended training institutions to ensure 

strict adherence to COVIDstrict adherence to COVIDstrict adherence to COVID---19 guidelines in pre-19 guidelines in pre-19 guidelines in pre-

venting the spread pandemic as schools, colleges venting the spread pandemic as schools, colleges venting the spread pandemic as schools, colleges 

and universities reopen.and universities reopen.and universities reopen.   
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Broadly, the COVIDBroadly, the COVIDBroadly, the COVID---19 pandemic has result-19 pandemic has result-19 pandemic has result-

ed lockdown measures, leading to economic ed lockdown measures, leading to economic ed lockdown measures, leading to economic 

recession, disruption of education and closure recession, disruption of education and closure recession, disruption of education and closure 

of higher learning institutions and businesses of higher learning institutions and businesses of higher learning institutions and businesses 

at national and global levels.  This has threat-at national and global levels.  This has threat-at national and global levels.  This has threat-

ened continuity of skills development, includ-ened continuity of skills development, includ-ened continuity of skills development, includ-

ing all forms of work based learning, such as ing all forms of work based learning, such as ing all forms of work based learning, such as 

apprenticeships and internships in the TEVET apprenticeships and internships in the TEVET apprenticeships and internships in the TEVET 

sector. sector. sector.    

   

Without leaving anyone behind, the Govern-Without leaving anyone behind, the Govern-Without leaving anyone behind, the Govern-

ment is taking actions to ensure that the youth ment is taking actions to ensure that the youth ment is taking actions to ensure that the youth 

are provided with an enabling environment to are provided with an enabling environment to are provided with an enabling environment to 

confront the challenges of COVIDconfront the challenges of COVIDconfront the challenges of COVID---19. The 19. The 19. The 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and United Nations Educational, Scientific and United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization (UNESCO) estimated Cultural Organization (UNESCO) estimated Cultural Organization (UNESCO) estimated 

that nearly 70% of the world‟s learners were that nearly 70% of the world‟s learners were that nearly 70% of the world‟s learners were 

affected by school closures across various affected by school closures across various affected by school closures across various 

education levels. The acquisition of face education levels. The acquisition of face education levels. The acquisition of face 

masks is a strategic step in safeguarding the masks is a strategic step in safeguarding the masks is a strategic step in safeguarding the 

learners and making their learning more con-learners and making their learning more con-learners and making their learning more con-

ducive in the new normal. ducive in the new normal. ducive in the new normal.    

      

Skills development plays a big part in foster-Skills development plays a big part in foster-Skills development plays a big part in foster-

ing the resilience of young people.  Hence, it ing the resilience of young people.  Hence, it ing the resilience of young people.  Hence, it 

is crucial for Government and all stakeholders is crucial for Government and all stakeholders is crucial for Government and all stakeholders 

to ensure the continuity of skills development, to ensure the continuity of skills development, to ensure the continuity of skills development, 

especially through distance and blended especially through distance and blended especially through distance and blended 

learning, to guarantee the safety of staff in the learning, to guarantee the safety of staff in the learning, to guarantee the safety of staff in the 

education and training workforce and provide education and training workforce and provide education and training workforce and provide 

continuity to all learners including apprentices continuity to all learners including apprentices continuity to all learners including apprentices 

and interns and those wishing to up skill and and interns and those wishing to up skill and and interns and those wishing to up skill and 

reskill.reskill.reskill.   

   

TEVETA develops strategy TEVETA develops strategy TEVETA develops strategy 
for efor efor e---learning to meet learning to meet learning to meet 
training needs amid training needs amid training needs amid 
COVIDCOVIDCOVID---19 and beyond19 and beyond19 and beyond   
TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter    

The current COVIDThe current COVIDThe current COVID---19 pandemic has unprec-19 pandemic has unprec-19 pandemic has unprec-

eeedddeeennnttteeeddd   iiimmmpppaaacccttt   nnnooottt   ooonnnlllyyy   ooonnn   ooouuurrr   hhheeeaaalllttthhh,,,   llliiivvveeesss,,,   

and economies, but also on the education and economies, but also on the education and economies, but also on the education 

and training sector. It is estimated that more and training sector. It is estimated that more and training sector. It is estimated that more 

than 1.5 billion learners worldwide are not than 1.5 billion learners worldwide are not than 1.5 billion learners worldwide are not 

attending school because of the pandemic. attending school because of the pandemic. attending school because of the pandemic. 

According to UNESCO at least 56 countries According to UNESCO at least 56 countries According to UNESCO at least 56 countries 

have closed schools globally and more than have closed schools globally and more than have closed schools globally and more than 

516 million children and youth are affected.516 million children and youth are affected.516 million children and youth are affected.   

   

In Zambia, all learning schools, colleges and In Zambia, all learning schools, colleges and In Zambia, all learning schools, colleges and    

universities were prematurely closed on 27 universities were prematurely closed on 27 universities were prematurely closed on 27 

March 2020 due to the pandemic. School clo-March 2020 due to the pandemic. School clo-March 2020 due to the pandemic. School clo-

sures due to COVIDsures due to COVIDsures due to COVID---19 across the world have 19 across the world have 19 across the world have 

put gains made in access to education and put gains made in access to education and put gains made in access to education and 

training at risk and negated them. The poorest training at risk and negated them. The poorest training at risk and negated them. The poorest 

and most marginalized children and youth also and most marginalized children and youth also and most marginalized children and youth also 

face broader risks linked to limited access to face broader risks linked to limited access to face broader risks linked to limited access to 

essential services like school information on essential services like school information on essential services like school information on 

disease prevention, water and sanitation and disease prevention, water and sanitation and disease prevention, water and sanitation and 

information and communication technology information and communication technology information and communication technology 

service. service. service.    

   

School closures even when done temporary School closures even when done temporary School closures even when done temporary 

carry high social and economic costs to society. carry high social and economic costs to society. carry high social and economic costs to society. 

Studies have shown that after abrupt closure of Studies have shown that after abrupt closure of Studies have shown that after abrupt closure of 

schools, some learners never returned to the schools, some learners never returned to the schools, some learners never returned to the 

classroom after schools reclassroom after schools reclassroom after schools re---opened. Others had opened. Others had opened. Others had 

fallen far behind in learning and development. fallen far behind in learning and development. fallen far behind in learning and development.    

Accordingly, TEVETA has developed an eAccordingly, TEVETA has developed an eAccordingly, TEVETA has developed an e---

learning strategy and learning platform for the learning strategy and learning platform for the learning strategy and learning platform for the 

TEVET sector in the wake of the COVIDTEVET sector in the wake of the COVIDTEVET sector in the wake of the COVID---19. 19. 19.    

   

The eThe eThe e---learning strategy includes development learning strategy includes development learning strategy includes development 

of online training content for theoretical and of online training content for theoretical and of online training content for theoretical and 

practical training. It also includes developing practical training. It also includes developing practical training. It also includes developing 

and implementing an eand implementing an eand implementing an e---learning platform to be learning platform to be learning platform to be 

hosted at TEVETA to be accessed by all regis-hosted at TEVETA to be accessed by all regis-hosted at TEVETA to be accessed by all regis-

tered learners across the country. The common tered learners across the country. The common tered learners across the country. The common 

model of learning system in the TEVET is model of learning system in the TEVET is model of learning system in the TEVET is 

largely dominated by facelargely dominated by facelargely dominated by face---to face model.to face model.to face model.   

   

The common model of teaching and learning The common model of teaching and learning The common model of teaching and learning 

system in the TEVET sector is largely dominat-system in the TEVET sector is largely dominat-system in the TEVET sector is largely dominat-

ed by the conventional faceed by the conventional faceed by the conventional face---to face model. Only to face model. Only to face model. Only 

22 (7.5%) of the 295 training institutions regis-22 (7.5%) of the 295 training institutions regis-22 (7.5%) of the 295 training institutions regis-

tered with TEVETA have demonstrated capaci-tered with TEVETA have demonstrated capaci-tered with TEVETA have demonstrated capaci-

ty to develop learning materials that are suita-ty to develop learning materials that are suita-ty to develop learning materials that are suita-

ble for use through Open, Distance and Flexi-ble for use through Open, Distance and Flexi-ble for use through Open, Distance and Flexi-

ble Learning (ODFL), which is part of eble Learning (ODFL), which is part of eble Learning (ODFL), which is part of e---

learning.  In 2019, TEVETA recorded 41, 806 learning.  In 2019, TEVETA recorded 41, 806 learning.  In 2019, TEVETA recorded 41, 806 

registered learners and only 3 263 (7.8%) were registered learners and only 3 263 (7.8%) were registered learners and only 3 263 (7.8%) were 

under the Open, Distance and Flexible Learn-under the Open, Distance and Flexible Learn-under the Open, Distance and Flexible Learn-

ing model. ing model. ing model.    

   

The statistics above shows that the impact of The statistics above shows that the impact of The statistics above shows that the impact of 

the coronavirus on the TEVET learners and the coronavirus on the TEVET learners and the coronavirus on the TEVET learners and 

teachers has posed a great challenge. Only 7.8 teachers has posed a great challenge. Only 7.8 teachers has posed a great challenge. Only 7.8 

% of these learners have not been affected as % of these learners have not been affected as % of these learners have not been affected as 

much as those that learn through classroommuch as those that learn through classroommuch as those that learn through classroom---

based learning as they have had residential based learning as they have had residential based learning as they have had residential 

classes online. Some institutions have put in classes online. Some institutions have put in classes online. Some institutions have put in 

place measures to teach remotely using vari-place measures to teach remotely using vari-place measures to teach remotely using vari-

ous educational technologies. ous educational technologies. ous educational technologies.    

However, the lack of internet connectivity for However, the lack of internet connectivity for However, the lack of internet connectivity for 

some lecturers and learners when not in col-some lecturers and learners when not in col-some lecturers and learners when not in col-

lege has meant that some learners have not lege has meant that some learners have not lege has meant that some learners have not 

been able to continue learning during the been able to continue learning during the been able to continue learning during the 

COVIDCOVIDCOVID---19 closure. Further some lecturers and 19 closure. Further some lecturers and 19 closure. Further some lecturers and 

learners lack digital literacy required to effec-learners lack digital literacy required to effec-learners lack digital literacy required to effec-

tively use educational technologies for online tively use educational technologies for online tively use educational technologies for online 

teaching and learning.  In addition, the lack of teaching and learning.  In addition, the lack of teaching and learning.  In addition, the lack of 

locally developed online materials in a central locally developed online materials in a central locally developed online materials in a central 

online repository makes it a challenge for both online repository makes it a challenge for both online repository makes it a challenge for both 

lecturers and learners to have access to ap-lecturers and learners to have access to ap-lecturers and learners to have access to ap-

propriate teaching and learning materials. propriate teaching and learning materials. propriate teaching and learning materials.    

   

It is against the given background that It is against the given background that It is against the given background that 

TEVETA developed standard online training TEVETA developed standard online training TEVETA developed standard online training 

content for theoretical and practical training content for theoretical and practical training content for theoretical and practical training 

and implement an eand implement an eand implement an e---learning platform to ad-learning platform to ad-learning platform to ad-

dress the challenges experienced by the pan-dress the challenges experienced by the pan-dress the challenges experienced by the pan-

demic and beyond. A digital learning platform demic and beyond. A digital learning platform demic and beyond. A digital learning platform 

has since been developed for the TEVET sec-has since been developed for the TEVET sec-has since been developed for the TEVET sec-

tor. The developed etor. The developed etor. The developed e---learning training content learning training content learning training content 

modules for both theory and practical are host-modules for both theory and practical are host-modules for both theory and practical are host-

ed by TEVETA and accessible by all registered ed by TEVETA and accessible by all registered ed by TEVETA and accessible by all registered 

training institutions and learners. training institutions and learners. training institutions and learners.    

   

The eThe eThe e---learning strategy for the TEVET sector learning strategy for the TEVET sector learning strategy for the TEVET sector 

provides for blended pathways to balance provides for blended pathways to balance provides for blended pathways to balance 

theoretical and practical learning. The blended theoretical and practical learning. The blended theoretical and practical learning. The blended 

approach is based on the learner profiles and approach is based on the learner profiles and approach is based on the learner profiles and 

their access to information and communication their access to information and communication their access to information and communication 

technologies required in delivering etechnologies required in delivering etechnologies required in delivering e---learning. learning. learning. 

The strategy embraces online training (web The strategy embraces online training (web The strategy embraces online training (web 

based training; computer based training using based training; computer based training using based training; computer based training using 

compact discs accessible by learners and compact discs accessible by learners and compact discs accessible by learners and 

mobile learning (mmobile learning (mmobile learning (m---learning). Mlearning). Mlearning). M---learning allows learning allows learning allows 

learners to access learning on a mobile device learners to access learning on a mobile device learners to access learning on a mobile device 

of their choice. of their choice. of their choice.    

   

Broadly, the role of e Broadly, the role of e Broadly, the role of e ---learning in the COVIDlearning in the COVIDlearning in the COVID---

19 crisis is significant for teaching and learning 19 crisis is significant for teaching and learning 19 crisis is significant for teaching and learning 

in the post coronavirus era for the working in the post coronavirus era for the working in the post coronavirus era for the working 

class that need to upgrade their qualifications. class that need to upgrade their qualifications. class that need to upgrade their qualifications. 

Thus, the eThus, the eThus, the e---learning strategy will be valuable learning strategy will be valuable learning strategy will be valuable 

to the distance learning pathway in the country to the distance learning pathway in the country to the distance learning pathway in the country 

in the post coronavirus era.in the post coronavirus era.in the post coronavirus era.   

   

Students from certificate level of training are Students from certificate level of training are Students from certificate level of training are 

expected to be computer literate as they take a expected to be computer literate as they take a expected to be computer literate as they take a 

standard module introduction to computers.  standard module introduction to computers.  standard module introduction to computers.  

Therefore, institutions and learners would Therefore, institutions and learners would Therefore, institutions and learners would 
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adapt to eadapt to eadapt to e---learning without many diffi-learning without many diffi-learning without many diffi-

culties. Printing the learning materials culties. Printing the learning materials culties. Printing the learning materials 

will be done for institutions and learners will be done for institutions and learners will be done for institutions and learners 

with challenges with internet connectivi-with challenges with internet connectivi-with challenges with internet connectivi-

ty.ty.ty.   

   

Government, employers and other Government, employers and other Government, employers and other 

stakeholders to promote the creation of stakeholders to promote the creation of stakeholders to promote the creation of 

viable and reliable eviable and reliable eviable and reliable e---learning systems learning systems learning systems 

that enable the youth gain the skills, that enable the youth gain the skills, that enable the youth gain the skills, 

experiences, and guidance they need to experiences, and guidance they need to experiences, and guidance they need to 

navigate their future careers during and navigate their future careers during and navigate their future careers during and 

post the COVIDpost the COVIDpost the COVID---19 pandemic. 19 pandemic. 19 pandemic.    

   

During the period of coronavirus, eDuring the period of coronavirus, eDuring the period of coronavirus, e---

learning became an important training learning became an important training learning became an important training 

pathway rather than face to face teach-pathway rather than face to face teach-pathway rather than face to face teach-

ing. Eing. Eing. E---learning provides for adherence learning provides for adherence learning provides for adherence 

to safety measures put in place in Zam-to safety measures put in place in Zam-to safety measures put in place in Zam-

bia and world over. It has the ad-bia and world over. It has the ad-bia and world over. It has the ad-

vantages of offering and sharing materi-vantages of offering and sharing materi-vantages of offering and sharing materi-

als in all kinds of formats.als in all kinds of formats.als in all kinds of formats.   

   

Pragmatic ePragmatic ePragmatic e---learning approaches are learning approaches are learning approaches are 

critical in the development of renewed critical in the development of renewed critical in the development of renewed 

focus on how to build learning systems focus on how to build learning systems focus on how to build learning systems 

that adequately prepare young people that adequately prepare young people that adequately prepare young people 

for the job market following the rising for the job market following the rising for the job market following the rising 

uncertainties. uncertainties. uncertainties.    

   

Young people have been largely been Young people have been largely been Young people have been largely been 

affected by the crisis leading to their affected by the crisis leading to their affected by the crisis leading to their 

handshandshands---on/practical lessons and appren-on/practical lessons and appren-on/practical lessons and appren-

ticeships/work based training grinding to ticeships/work based training grinding to ticeships/work based training grinding to 

a halt.  a halt.  a halt.     

   

The eThe eThe e---learning platform aims at facilitat-learning platform aims at facilitat-learning platform aims at facilitat-

ing continued provision of handsing continued provision of handsing continued provision of hands---on on on 

skills training amid the COVIDskills training amid the COVIDskills training amid the COVID---19, which 19, which 19, which 

has restrained students from undertak-has restrained students from undertak-has restrained students from undertak-

ing lessons in training institutions. The eing lessons in training institutions. The eing lessons in training institutions. The e

---learning strategy will also key in deliv-learning strategy will also key in deliv-learning strategy will also key in deliv-

ering training in post COVIDering training in post COVIDering training in post COVID---19. 19. 19.    

   

Government is keen to ensure that skills Government is keen to ensure that skills Government is keen to ensure that skills 

development was not interrupted by development was not interrupted by development was not interrupted by 

similar pandemics as esimilar pandemics as esimilar pandemics as e---learning plays a learning plays a learning plays a 

pivotal role in the country‟s delivery of pivotal role in the country‟s delivery of pivotal role in the country‟s delivery of 

education and training for sustained education and training for sustained education and training for sustained 

economic development through the economic development through the economic development through the 

various ventures and enterprises that various ventures and enterprises that various ventures and enterprises that 

skilled persons perform. skilled persons perform. skilled persons perform.    

TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter    

GGG   
lobal climate disruptions cause floods, lobal climate disruptions cause floods, lobal climate disruptions cause floods, 

droughts, and other calamities. Miti-droughts, and other calamities. Miti-droughts, and other calamities. Miti-

gating and adaptation to these climatic gating and adaptation to these climatic gating and adaptation to these climatic 

disruptions require environmental friendly hu-disruptions require environmental friendly hu-disruptions require environmental friendly hu-

man action and skills to develop ecoman action and skills to develop ecoman action and skills to develop eco---friendly friendly friendly 

goods and services. The development of rele-goods and services. The development of rele-goods and services. The development of rele-

vant ecovant ecovant eco---friendly skills requires collaborative friendly skills requires collaborative friendly skills requires collaborative 

efforts across sectors to efforts across sectors to efforts across sectors to 

develop learning systems develop learning systems develop learning systems 

that develop pertinent skills that develop pertinent skills that develop pertinent skills 

to meet the climate change to meet the climate change to meet the climate change 

mitigation and adaption ac-mitigation and adaption ac-mitigation and adaption ac-

tions. tions. tions.    

   

The TEVET sector is among The TEVET sector is among The TEVET sector is among 

the key sectors that develop the key sectors that develop the key sectors that develop 

handshandshands---on skills significant in on skills significant in on skills significant in 

mitigating and adapting to mitigating and adapting to mitigating and adapting to 

climate change disruptions. climate change disruptions. climate change disruptions. 

Experts across the SADC Experts across the SADC Experts across the SADC 

region have been working on region have been working on region have been working on 

strategies to develop appro-strategies to develop appro-strategies to develop appro-

priate curricula and training priate curricula and training priate curricula and training 

pathways to develop the pathways to develop the pathways to develop the 

necessary skills to mitigate and adapt to climate necessary skills to mitigate and adapt to climate necessary skills to mitigate and adapt to climate 

change disruptions faced in the region. A team change disruptions faced in the region. A team change disruptions faced in the region. A team 

of experts on skills for sustainable development of experts on skills for sustainable development of experts on skills for sustainable development 

was assembled by SADC member states to was assembled by SADC member states to was assembled by SADC member states to 

ensure the region developed appropriate skills ensure the region developed appropriate skills ensure the region developed appropriate skills 

in the wake of climate change disruptions.in the wake of climate change disruptions.in the wake of climate change disruptions.   

   

Climate change mitigation and adaption actions Climate change mitigation and adaption actions Climate change mitigation and adaption actions 

being made by the SADC region are based on being made by the SADC region are based on being made by the SADC region are based on 

the fact that education is critical in promoting the fact that education is critical in promoting the fact that education is critical in promoting 

sustainable development as emphasized in sustainable development as emphasized in sustainable development as emphasized in 

Chapter 36 of Agenda 21. Chapter 36 of Agenda 21. Chapter 36 of Agenda 21.    

   

The collaborative efforts coordinated by the The collaborative efforts coordinated by the The collaborative efforts coordinated by the 

UNESCO Regional Office for Southern African UNESCO Regional Office for Southern African UNESCO Regional Office for Southern African 

and ILO also  involves thirty (30) additional and ILO also  involves thirty (30) additional and ILO also  involves thirty (30) additional 

stakeholders from professional training institu-stakeholders from professional training institu-stakeholders from professional training institu-

tions across SADC, social partners and private tions across SADC, social partners and private tions across SADC, social partners and private 

sector players joined the workshop for national sector players joined the workshop for national sector players joined the workshop for national 

consultative purposes.consultative purposes.consultative purposes.   

      

The multiThe multiThe multi---stakeholder collaborative process stakeholder collaborative process stakeholder collaborative process 

seeks to create awareness and understanding seeks to create awareness and understanding seeks to create awareness and understanding 

of the relationship between education, training, of the relationship between education, training, of the relationship between education, training, 

sustainable development and the transition to a sustainable development and the transition to a sustainable development and the transition to a 

green economy. Environmental friendly practices green economy. Environmental friendly practices green economy. Environmental friendly practices 

on advancing policy and transforming learning on advancing policy and transforming learning on advancing policy and transforming learning 

environment and accelerating sustainable solutions environment and accelerating sustainable solutions environment and accelerating sustainable solutions 

to development through the promotion of green to development through the promotion of green to development through the promotion of green 

human capital, skills for green jobs and the green-human capital, skills for green jobs and the green-human capital, skills for green jobs and the green-

ing of economies are gathered and showcased ing of economies are gathered and showcased ing of economies are gathered and showcased 

from countries in the region. from countries in the region. from countries in the region.    

   

The regional collaborative process has work The regional collaborative process has work The regional collaborative process has work 

groups on policies and partnerships for skills devel-groups on policies and partnerships for skills devel-groups on policies and partnerships for skills devel-

opment, curricula and pedagogies (methods and opment, curricula and pedagogies (methods and opment, curricula and pedagogies (methods and 

practices of teaching green skills) in support of practices of teaching green skills) in support of practices of teaching green skills) in support of 

skills for sustainable development and skilling for skills for sustainable development and skilling for skills for sustainable development and skilling for 

an inclusive green economy. Emerging opportuni-an inclusive green economy. Emerging opportuni-an inclusive green economy. Emerging opportuni-

ties and challenges due to climate change in spe-ties and challenges due to climate change in spe-ties and challenges due to climate change in spe-

cific economic sectors are discussed and factored cific economic sectors are discussed and factored cific economic sectors are discussed and factored 

into climate change adaptation and mitigation strat-into climate change adaptation and mitigation strat-into climate change adaptation and mitigation strat-

egies. egies. egies.    

   

Stakeholders from the region share experiences of Stakeholders from the region share experiences of Stakeholders from the region share experiences of 

the relationship between education, training, sus-the relationship between education, training, sus-the relationship between education, training, sus-

tainable development and the transition to a green tainable development and the transition to a green tainable development and the transition to a green 

economy. They also develop national action points economy. They also develop national action points economy. They also develop national action points 

on how to practically ensure that individual nations on how to practically ensure that individual nations on how to practically ensure that individual nations 

and the region developed policies and skills for the and the region developed policies and skills for the and the region developed policies and skills for the 

green economy. Governments in SADC are com-green economy. Governments in SADC are com-green economy. Governments in SADC are com-

mitting themselves and taking steps in developing mitting themselves and taking steps in developing mitting themselves and taking steps in developing 

strategies and policies that would develop skills for strategies and policies that would develop skills for strategies and policies that would develop skills for 

the green economy.the green economy.the green economy.   

Experts from different countries during the SADC green skills workshop. 

Collaborative actions to develop green skills in tech-Collaborative actions to develop green skills in tech-Collaborative actions to develop green skills in tech-

nical education and vocational training  nical education and vocational training  nical education and vocational training     
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The workshop was officially opened by the The workshop was officially opened by the The workshop was officially opened by the 

Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Higher Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Higher Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Higher 

and Tertiary Education of Zimbabwe. The and Tertiary Education of Zimbabwe. The and Tertiary Education of Zimbabwe. The 

Permanent Secretary was represented by the Permanent Secretary was represented by the Permanent Secretary was represented by the 

UNESCO National Commission Secretary UNESCO National Commission Secretary UNESCO National Commission Secretary 

General Ms. Margaret Chirapa who informed General Ms. Margaret Chirapa who informed General Ms. Margaret Chirapa who informed 

the meeting that Zimbabwe had adopted its‟ the meeting that Zimbabwe had adopted its‟ the meeting that Zimbabwe had adopted its‟ 

National Qualifications Framework with 8 National Qualifications Framework with 8 National Qualifications Framework with 8 

levels. In his opening remarks, the UNESCO levels. In his opening remarks, the UNESCO levels. In his opening remarks, the UNESCO 

ROSA Director and Representative, Professor ROSA Director and Representative, Professor ROSA Director and Representative, Professor 

Hubert Gijzen stressed the importance of Hubert Gijzen stressed the importance of Hubert Gijzen stressed the importance of 

clarifying the concepts of „green economies clarifying the concepts of „green economies clarifying the concepts of „green economies 

and green societies, which are part of the and green societies, which are part of the and green societies, which are part of the 

UNESCO Technical and Vocational Educa-UNESCO Technical and Vocational Educa-UNESCO Technical and Vocational Educa-

tion and Training (TVET) strategy (2016tion and Training (TVET) strategy (2016tion and Training (TVET) strategy (2016---

2021). He further stated that focus on skills 2021). He further stated that focus on skills 2021). He further stated that focus on skills 

and TVET was because skills were important and TVET was because skills were important and TVET was because skills were important 

for employment creation, creation of entrepre-for employment creation, creation of entrepre-for employment creation, creation of entrepre-

neurship and poverty reduction. neurship and poverty reduction. neurship and poverty reduction.    

   

Ms AnneMs AnneMs Anne---Marie Kiaga representing the Inter-Marie Kiaga representing the Inter-Marie Kiaga representing the Inter-

national Labour Organisation Country Office national Labour Organisation Country Office national Labour Organisation Country Office 

for Zimbabwe and Namibia mentioned that for Zimbabwe and Namibia mentioned that for Zimbabwe and Namibia mentioned that 

ILO was firmly convinced that the transition to ILO was firmly convinced that the transition to ILO was firmly convinced that the transition to 

a greener economy offered a significant op-a greener economy offered a significant op-a greener economy offered a significant op-

portunity to overcome poverty and inequality portunity to overcome poverty and inequality portunity to overcome poverty and inequality 

by creating more and better jobs as a key part by creating more and better jobs as a key part by creating more and better jobs as a key part 

of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Develop-of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Develop-of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Develop-

ment.  She spoke of the drivers of change in ment.  She spoke of the drivers of change in ment.  She spoke of the drivers of change in 

the work place and of the new forms of work the work place and of the new forms of work the work place and of the new forms of work 

and lifelong learning. and lifelong learning. and lifelong learning.    

   

The action points in greening technical and The action points in greening technical and The action points in greening technical and 

vocational education and training (TVET) vocational education and training (TVET) vocational education and training (TVET) 

included strategic communication on green included strategic communication on green included strategic communication on green 

skills among stakeholders, enhancing existing skills among stakeholders, enhancing existing skills among stakeholders, enhancing existing 

environmental friendly practices and pro-environmental friendly practices and pro-environmental friendly practices and pro-

grammes, assessing mechanism and institu-grammes, assessing mechanism and institu-grammes, assessing mechanism and institu-

tional frameworks in promoting green skills, tional frameworks in promoting green skills, tional frameworks in promoting green skills, 

mapping practices and programmes on cli-mapping practices and programmes on cli-mapping practices and programmes on cli-

mate change, coordinating policies and pro-mate change, coordinating policies and pro-mate change, coordinating policies and pro-

grammes, and developing platforms for shar-grammes, and developing platforms for shar-grammes, and developing platforms for shar-

ing good practices. ing good practices. ing good practices.    

   

Communicating green Skills is among Gov-Communicating green Skills is among Gov-Communicating green Skills is among Gov-

ernment Ministries and other stakeholders in ernment Ministries and other stakeholders in ernment Ministries and other stakeholders in 

order to mainstream green skills in the nation-order to mainstream green skills in the nation-order to mainstream green skills in the nation-

al and sector policies and national strategic al and sector policies and national strategic al and sector policies and national strategic 

documents. The communication also focuses documents. The communication also focuses documents. The communication also focuses 

on the kind of sectoral actions required to on the kind of sectoral actions required to on the kind of sectoral actions required to 

reduce human footprint on the environment. reduce human footprint on the environment. reduce human footprint on the environment.    

   

TVET plays an important role in steering the TVET plays an important role in steering the TVET plays an important role in steering the 

transition to a lowtransition to a lowtransition to a low---carbon economy and climatecarbon economy and climatecarbon economy and climate

---resilient society. It is carried out through the resilient society. It is carried out through the resilient society. It is carried out through the 

traditional roles of TVET in preparing learners traditional roles of TVET in preparing learners traditional roles of TVET in preparing learners 

for occupational fields and increasing their par-for occupational fields and increasing their par-for occupational fields and increasing their par-

ticipation in the world of work. These traditional ticipation in the world of work. These traditional ticipation in the world of work. These traditional 

roles are facing new expectations, including roles are facing new expectations, including roles are facing new expectations, including 

calls to adapt to better align with emerging calls to adapt to better align with emerging calls to adapt to better align with emerging 

green jobs and qualifications and contribute to green jobs and qualifications and contribute to green jobs and qualifications and contribute to 

the development of skills and competencies the development of skills and competencies the development of skills and competencies 

that power a more circular economy and sus-that power a more circular economy and sus-that power a more circular economy and sus-

tainable culture, as opposed to the common tainable culture, as opposed to the common tainable culture, as opposed to the common 

taketaketake---makemakemake---dispose culture that prevails.dispose culture that prevails.dispose culture that prevails.   

   

The SADC stakeholders recommended that The SADC stakeholders recommended that The SADC stakeholders recommended that 

curricula in TEVET should integrate green skills curricula in TEVET should integrate green skills curricula in TEVET should integrate green skills 

and training systems. The other consensus was and training systems. The other consensus was and training systems. The other consensus was 

on the need to communicate the message on on the need to communicate the message on on the need to communicate the message on 

green skills to main stakeholders in the TEVET green skills to main stakeholders in the TEVET green skills to main stakeholders in the TEVET 

sector, Government Ministries and other stake-sector, Government Ministries and other stake-sector, Government Ministries and other stake-

holders to mainstream green skills in the na-holders to mainstream green skills in the na-holders to mainstream green skills in the na-

tional and sector policies and national strategic tional and sector policies and national strategic tional and sector policies and national strategic 

action plans. action plans. action plans.    

   

The communication should focus on required The communication should focus on required The communication should focus on required 

sectoral actions to reduce human footprint on sectoral actions to reduce human footprint on sectoral actions to reduce human footprint on 

the environment. The environmental friendly the environment. The environmental friendly the environment. The environmental friendly 

practices the communicative actions should practices the communicative actions should practices the communicative actions should 

focus on include sustainable farming, natural focus on include sustainable farming, natural focus on include sustainable farming, natural 

resource management, or construction. resource management, or construction. resource management, or construction.    

   

Further, it was vital to ride on existing practices Further, it was vital to ride on existing practices Further, it was vital to ride on existing practices 

and programmes being implemented by various and programmes being implemented by various and programmes being implemented by various 

institutions. Farming practices such as conser-institutions. Farming practices such as conser-institutions. Farming practices such as conser-

vation agriculture should be fostered, reuse/vation agriculture should be fostered, reuse/vation agriculture should be fostered, reuse/

recycling of waste augment in training systems recycling of waste augment in training systems recycling of waste augment in training systems 

and lifestyles, rainy water harvesting adopted and lifestyles, rainy water harvesting adopted and lifestyles, rainy water harvesting adopted 

and other climate change mitigation practices and other climate change mitigation practices and other climate change mitigation practices 

should be fostered across the sectors of the should be fostered across the sectors of the should be fostered across the sectors of the 

economy. economy. economy.    

   

Generally different actors are working on crossGenerally different actors are working on crossGenerally different actors are working on cross---

cutting green skills development plan for edu-cutting green skills development plan for edu-cutting green skills development plan for edu-

cation and training systems that ensure leaners cation and training systems that ensure leaners cation and training systems that ensure leaners 

acquire skills and competences needed for the acquire skills and competences needed for the acquire skills and competences needed for the 

green economy are developed. Therefore, edu-green economy are developed. Therefore, edu-green economy are developed. Therefore, edu-

cation and TEVET sectors, labour market, busi-cation and TEVET sectors, labour market, busi-cation and TEVET sectors, labour market, busi-

ness associations and other players‟ coordina-ness associations and other players‟ coordina-ness associations and other players‟ coordina-

tion should be enhanced to ensure timely artic-tion should be enhanced to ensure timely artic-tion should be enhanced to ensure timely artic-

uuulllaaatttiiiooonnn   aaannnddd   iiinnnttteeegggrrraaatttiiiooonnn   ooofff   gggrrreeeeeennn   cccooommmpppeeettteeennnccceeesss   

and concepts in occupation standards, curricu-and concepts in occupation standards, curricu-and concepts in occupation standards, curricu-

lum development and learning systems to lum development and learning systems to lum development and learning systems to 

adapt to current and future career needs in the adapt to current and future career needs in the adapt to current and future career needs in the 

advent of climate change pressures.advent of climate change pressures.advent of climate change pressures.   

   
Occupational standards Occupational standards Occupational standards 
launched to enhance launched to enhance launched to enhance 
quality of skillsquality of skillsquality of skills   
   

By MoHE & ZAQA By MoHE & ZAQA By MoHE & ZAQA    

GGG   
overnment has embraced develop-overnment has embraced develop-overnment has embraced develop-

ment of occupation standards in ment of occupation standards in ment of occupation standards in 

order to create quality skilled work-order to create quality skilled work-order to create quality skilled work-

force in various economic sectors. Ministry of force in various economic sectors. Ministry of force in various economic sectors. Ministry of 

Higher Education (MoHE), Permanent Secre-Higher Education (MoHE), Permanent Secre-Higher Education (MoHE), Permanent Secre-

tary Kayula Siame disclosed.tary Kayula Siame disclosed.tary Kayula Siame disclosed.   

   

Mrs. Siame said over the years, MoHE em-Mrs. Siame said over the years, MoHE em-Mrs. Siame said over the years, MoHE em-

barked on linking the bridge between quality barked on linking the bridge between quality barked on linking the bridge between quality 

and access occupational standards from the and access occupational standards from the and access occupational standards from the 

mismatch.mismatch.mismatch.   

   

The Permanent Secretary was speaking today The Permanent Secretary was speaking today The Permanent Secretary was speaking today 

during the launch of the National Occupational during the launch of the National Occupational during the launch of the National Occupational 

Standards developed by the Zambia Qualifica-Standards developed by the Zambia Qualifica-Standards developed by the Zambia Qualifica-

tions Framework (ZAQA) in Lusaka.tions Framework (ZAQA) in Lusaka.tions Framework (ZAQA) in Lusaka.   

   

“The necessity of trade is very critical and “The necessity of trade is very critical and “The necessity of trade is very critical and 

hence we need to have occupation standards hence we need to have occupation standards hence we need to have occupation standards 

that are responsive to product quality and ac-that are responsive to product quality and ac-that are responsive to product quality and ac-

cessible by industry. The six launched occupa-cessible by industry. The six launched occupa-cessible by industry. The six launched occupa-

tion standards encompassed Agriculture and tion standards encompassed Agriculture and tion standards encompassed Agriculture and 

Tourism.Tourism.Tourism.   

   

Mrs. Siame explained that the Government Mrs. Siame explained that the Government Mrs. Siame explained that the Government 

required experts with quality standards of qual-required experts with quality standards of qual-required experts with quality standards of qual-

iiifffiiicccaaatttiiiooonnnsss   hhheeennnccceee   MMMoooHHHEEE   wwwaaasss   ppprrroooaaaccctttiiivvveee   iiinnn   dddeeevvveeel-l-l-

oping qualifications comparable not only re-oping qualifications comparable not only re-oping qualifications comparable not only re-

gionally but also internationally. She added gionally but also internationally. She added gionally but also internationally. She added 

that ZAQA will extend the development of that ZAQA will extend the development of that ZAQA will extend the development of 

more occupational standards to other sectors more occupational standards to other sectors more occupational standards to other sectors 

that include manufacturing and the mining.that include manufacturing and the mining.that include manufacturing and the mining.   

   

“We are giving ZAQA the push and we are “We are giving ZAQA the push and we are “We are giving ZAQA the push and we are 

very happy partnering with the Irish Govern-very happy partnering with the Irish Govern-very happy partnering with the Irish Govern-

ment to support ZAQA and collectively move ment to support ZAQA and collectively move ment to support ZAQA and collectively move 

on course of the strategic process”. Mrs. Si-on course of the strategic process”. Mrs. Si-on course of the strategic process”. Mrs. Si-

ame said.ame said.ame said.   

   

She urged the public and private sectors to She urged the public and private sectors to She urged the public and private sectors to 

come on board and provide necessary con-come on board and provide necessary con-come on board and provide necessary con-

cepts on the development of occupational cepts on the development of occupational cepts on the development of occupational 
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standards and create the 2030 vision on standards and create the 2030 vision on standards and create the 2030 vision on 

the requisite skills.the requisite skills.the requisite skills.   

   

And Zambia Qualifications Authority And Zambia Qualifications Authority And Zambia Qualifications Authority 

(ZAQA) CEO and Executive Director (ZAQA) CEO and Executive Director (ZAQA) CEO and Executive Director 

Mirriam Chiyaba said ZAQA recognised Mirriam Chiyaba said ZAQA recognised Mirriam Chiyaba said ZAQA recognised 

several occupations in the country and several occupations in the country and several occupations in the country and 

at the outset identified what has been at the outset identified what has been at the outset identified what has been 

launched today in the sectors of tour-launched today in the sectors of tour-launched today in the sectors of tour-

ism, agriculture, livestock and fisheries ism, agriculture, livestock and fisheries ism, agriculture, livestock and fisheries 

in order to set responsive trades and in order to set responsive trades and in order to set responsive trades and 

occupational standards framework.occupational standards framework.occupational standards framework.   

   

Mrs. Chiyaba said the launch of the Mrs. Chiyaba said the launch of the Mrs. Chiyaba said the launch of the 

occupational standards will form a occupational standards will form a occupational standards will form a 

strong basis and responsive to the re-strong basis and responsive to the re-strong basis and responsive to the re-

quirement of industry.quirement of industry.quirement of industry.   

   

Meanwhile, Irish Ambassador to Zambia Meanwhile, Irish Ambassador to Zambia Meanwhile, Irish Ambassador to Zambia 

Seamus O‟Grady said the partnership of Seamus O‟Grady said the partnership of Seamus O‟Grady said the partnership of 

the two Governments have been ap-the two Governments have been ap-the two Governments have been ap-

plied progressively in cordial and practi-plied progressively in cordial and practi-plied progressively in cordial and practi-

cable collaboration ties. His Excellence cable collaboration ties. His Excellence cable collaboration ties. His Excellence 

O‟Grady disclosed that the fortyO‟Grady disclosed that the fortyO‟Grady disclosed that the forty---year year year 

partnership between The Republic of partnership between The Republic of partnership between The Republic of 

Ireland and Zambia pragmatically exe-Ireland and Zambia pragmatically exe-Ireland and Zambia pragmatically exe-

cuted in various sectors of education, cuted in various sectors of education, cuted in various sectors of education, 

health, and agriculture are among work-health, and agriculture are among work-health, and agriculture are among work-

able partnership to witness today.able partnership to witness today.able partnership to witness today.   

   

His Excellence O‟Grady said The Re-His Excellence O‟Grady said The Re-His Excellence O‟Grady said The Re-

public of Ireland has over the years public of Ireland has over the years public of Ireland has over the years 

embraced credible qualifications and embraced credible qualifications and embraced credible qualifications and 

collectively interrogated concepts and collectively interrogated concepts and collectively interrogated concepts and 

supported occupational standards and supported occupational standards and supported occupational standards and 

information management systems in information management systems in information management systems in 

partnership with the Government of the partnership with the Government of the partnership with the Government of the 

Republic of Zambia.Republic of Zambia.Republic of Zambia.   

   

His Excellence O‟Grady disclosed that a His Excellence O‟Grady disclosed that a His Excellence O‟Grady disclosed that a 

total sum of Two Hundred and Fifty total sum of Two Hundred and Fifty total sum of Two Hundred and Fifty 

Thousand euros was disbursed towards Thousand euros was disbursed towards Thousand euros was disbursed towards 

the development of occupational stand-the development of occupational stand-the development of occupational stand-

ards, but he however stressed that the ards, but he however stressed that the ards, but he however stressed that the 

partnership was more than monetary. partnership was more than monetary. partnership was more than monetary. 

“The launched ambitious program shall “The launched ambitious program shall “The launched ambitious program shall 

address challenges to find solutions in address challenges to find solutions in address challenges to find solutions in 

industry in order to meet economical industry in order to meet economical industry in order to meet economical 

strides.”strides.”strides.”   

   

Moving a vote of thanks, Technical Edu-Moving a vote of thanks, Technical Edu-Moving a vote of thanks, Technical Edu-

cation, Vocational and Entrepreneurship cation, Vocational and Entrepreneurship cation, Vocational and Entrepreneurship 

Training Authority (TEVETA) Director General Training Authority (TEVETA) Director General Training Authority (TEVETA) Director General 

Cleopus Takaiza said the TEVET sector was Cleopus Takaiza said the TEVET sector was Cleopus Takaiza said the TEVET sector was 

looking forward for more profiles to be devel-looking forward for more profiles to be devel-looking forward for more profiles to be devel-

oped make the best desired and improved quali-oped make the best desired and improved quali-oped make the best desired and improved quali-

ty TEVET sector.ty TEVET sector.ty TEVET sector.   

   

MoHE Flags off TEVET MoHE Flags off TEVET MoHE Flags off TEVET 
Training Equipment Dis-Training Equipment Dis-Training Equipment Dis-
tribution worth $10mtribution worth $10mtribution worth $10m   
   

TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter TEVET Newswriter    

TTT   
he Minister of Higher Education Dr he Minister of Higher Education Dr he Minister of Higher Education Dr 

Brian Mushimba has flagged off the Brian Mushimba has flagged off the Brian Mushimba has flagged off the 

distribution of training equipment for the distribution of training equipment for the distribution of training equipment for the 

TEVET sector. Dr. Mushimba said the Govern-TEVET sector. Dr. Mushimba said the Govern-TEVET sector. Dr. Mushimba said the Govern-

ment continued to support TEVET colleges ment continued to support TEVET colleges ment continued to support TEVET colleges 

through skills training and self job creation de-through skills training and self job creation de-through skills training and self job creation de-

spite difficult conditions experienced by colleges spite difficult conditions experienced by colleges spite difficult conditions experienced by colleges 

over a period of time lacking vibrant equipment over a period of time lacking vibrant equipment over a period of time lacking vibrant equipment 

as Technology as Technology as Technology 

keeps escalat-keeps escalat-keeps escalat-

ing.ing.ing.   

   

He said Govern-He said Govern-He said Govern-

ment procured ment procured ment procured 

the statethe statethe state---ofofof---the the the 

art equipment art equipment art equipment 

worth $10 mil-worth $10 mil-worth $10 mil-

lion to replace lion to replace lion to replace 

the obsolete the obsolete the obsolete 

training equip-training equip-training equip-

ment to create a ment to create a ment to create a 

robust training robust training robust training 

platform. The platform. The platform. The 

equipment was equipment was equipment was 

procured using procured using procured using 

proceeds from proceeds from proceeds from 

the Skills Development Fund (SDF) to support the Skills Development Fund (SDF) to support the Skills Development Fund (SDF) to support 

training in various skills programmes.training in various skills programmes.training in various skills programmes.   

   

The minister encouraged training institutions The minister encouraged training institutions The minister encouraged training institutions 

management to take advantage of the SDF management to take advantage of the SDF management to take advantage of the SDF 

created under the act of parliament as a sup-created under the act of parliament as a sup-created under the act of parliament as a sup-

porting mechanism for enhancing skills training. porting mechanism for enhancing skills training. porting mechanism for enhancing skills training. 

Dr. Mushimba also commended the private Dr. Mushimba also commended the private Dr. Mushimba also commended the private 

sector for the pivotal role they play through a sector for the pivotal role they play through a sector for the pivotal role they play through a 

Levy contributed and evidently bearing fruits as Levy contributed and evidently bearing fruits as Levy contributed and evidently bearing fruits as 

deserving. deserving. deserving.    

   

And Higher Education Permanent Secretary And Higher Education Permanent Secretary And Higher Education Permanent Secretary 

Kayula Siame said the TEVET sector over the Kayula Siame said the TEVET sector over the Kayula Siame said the TEVET sector over the 

years had not been equipped with training equip-years had not been equipped with training equip-years had not been equipped with training equip-

ment required to channel suitable skills training but ment required to channel suitable skills training but ment required to channel suitable skills training but 

today through the SDF, equipment worth million of today through the SDF, equipment worth million of today through the SDF, equipment worth million of 

kwachas has been procured, she encouraged kwachas has been procured, she encouraged kwachas has been procured, she encouraged 

trainers to effectively use the newly acquired train-trainers to effectively use the newly acquired train-trainers to effectively use the newly acquired train-

ing equipment to also promote agriculture and ing equipment to also promote agriculture and ing equipment to also promote agriculture and 

equally inculcate entrepreneurial skills in students equally inculcate entrepreneurial skills in students equally inculcate entrepreneurial skills in students 

in various skills.in various skills.in various skills.   

   

The SDF has different financing areas of the TE-The SDF has different financing areas of the TE-The SDF has different financing areas of the TE-

VET sector. These include MSME/informal sector VET sector. These include MSME/informal sector VET sector. These include MSME/informal sector 

training financing, pretraining financing, pretraining financing, pre---employment (TEVET bursa-employment (TEVET bursa-employment (TEVET bursa-

ry), employerry), employerry), employer---based and infrastructure, human based and infrastructure, human based and infrastructure, human 

resource development and equipment acquisition resource development and equipment acquisition resource development and equipment acquisition 

for training in the sector. for training in the sector. for training in the sector.    

   

The equipment is for different skills centres, trades The equipment is for different skills centres, trades The equipment is for different skills centres, trades 

training institutes and colleges offering TEVET in training institutes and colleges offering TEVET in training institutes and colleges offering TEVET in 

the country. Recapitalising TEVET is resonate to the country. Recapitalising TEVET is resonate to the country. Recapitalising TEVET is resonate to 

the Vision 2030, which recognises TEVET as an the Vision 2030, which recognises TEVET as an the Vision 2030, which recognises TEVET as an 

integral part to inclusive economic development, integral part to inclusive economic development, integral part to inclusive economic development, 

citizen empowerment and key to informal sector citizen empowerment and key to informal sector citizen empowerment and key to informal sector 

productivity and formalisation to broaden the coun-productivity and formalisation to broaden the coun-productivity and formalisation to broaden the coun-

try‟s tax base. try‟s tax base. try‟s tax base.    

   

The Vision 2030 has also paved the way for Na-The Vision 2030 has also paved the way for Na-The Vision 2030 has also paved the way for Na-

tional Development Plans that have put job and tional Development Plans that have put job and tional Development Plans that have put job and 

employment creation at the core of its activities employment creation at the core of its activities employment creation at the core of its activities 

through addressing issues of youth unemployment through addressing issues of youth unemployment through addressing issues of youth unemployment 

and skills shortages that are attainable through the and skills shortages that are attainable through the and skills shortages that are attainable through the 

TEVET financing to enhance valueTEVET financing to enhance valueTEVET financing to enhance value---addition chanc-addition chanc-addition chanc-

es utilising handses utilising handses utilising hands---on and entrepreneurship skills. on and entrepreneurship skills. on and entrepreneurship skills.    

   

The demand from industry for the TEVET sector to The demand from industry for the TEVET sector to The demand from industry for the TEVET sector to 

scalescalescale---up its efficiency in developing relevant skilled up its efficiency in developing relevant skilled up its efficiency in developing relevant skilled 

Some of the equipment procured for training institutions in the sector. 
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persons to ensure the nation has the quantity persons to ensure the nation has the quantity persons to ensure the nation has the quantity 

and quality of TEVET skills required to foster and quality of TEVET skills required to foster and quality of TEVET skills required to foster 

national development has been increasing national development has been increasing national development has been increasing 

over the years. The demand includes skills over the years. The demand includes skills over the years. The demand includes skills 

covering manufacturing, agricultural and val-covering manufacturing, agricultural and val-covering manufacturing, agricultural and val-

ue addition to agricultural commodities, com-ue addition to agricultural commodities, com-ue addition to agricultural commodities, com-

munity, business related, hospitality, develop-munity, business related, hospitality, develop-munity, business related, hospitality, develop-

ment and engineering. The demands are in ment and engineering. The demands are in ment and engineering. The demands are in 

line with national and personal aspirations to line with national and personal aspirations to line with national and personal aspirations to 

attain the middle income status and improve attain the middle income status and improve attain the middle income status and improve 

living conditions among households. living conditions among households. living conditions among households.    

   

Different players have indicated the serious Different players have indicated the serious Different players have indicated the serious 

shortage of skills in the various industrial sec-shortage of skills in the various industrial sec-shortage of skills in the various industrial sec-

tors. In the mining sector alone, the Zambia tors. In the mining sector alone, the Zambia tors. In the mining sector alone, the Zambia 

Chamber of Mines estimates an annual deficit Chamber of Mines estimates an annual deficit Chamber of Mines estimates an annual deficit 

of approximately 1,000 skilled persons. The of approximately 1,000 skilled persons. The of approximately 1,000 skilled persons. The 

National Council for Construction has indicat-National Council for Construction has indicat-National Council for Construction has indicat-

ed more numbers in terms of shortages of ed more numbers in terms of shortages of ed more numbers in terms of shortages of 

skills required in the construction sector, as a skills required in the construction sector, as a skills required in the construction sector, as a 

concern and huge challenge for their mem-concern and huge challenge for their mem-concern and huge challenge for their mem-

bers. Taking into consideration various sec-bers. Taking into consideration various sec-bers. Taking into consideration various sec-

tors of the Zambian economy the annual skills tors of the Zambian economy the annual skills tors of the Zambian economy the annual skills 

shortage could be estimated at over 100,000 shortage could be estimated at over 100,000 shortage could be estimated at over 100,000 

persons.persons.persons.   

   

Further, industry over the years indicated that Further, industry over the years indicated that Further, industry over the years indicated that 

training institutions were producing graduates training institutions were producing graduates training institutions were producing graduates 

whose knowledge, skills and attitudes did not whose knowledge, skills and attitudes did not whose knowledge, skills and attitudes did not 

match the needs of the labour market. Indus-match the needs of the labour market. Indus-match the needs of the labour market. Indus-

try was concerned that in most cases, the try was concerned that in most cases, the try was concerned that in most cases, the 

new graduates from the TEVET sector re-new graduates from the TEVET sector re-new graduates from the TEVET sector re-

quired onquired onquired on---thethethe---job training to bridge the gap job training to bridge the gap job training to bridge the gap 

between the inadequacies in the application of between the inadequacies in the application of between the inadequacies in the application of 

technology, handling of equipment and their technology, handling of equipment and their technology, handling of equipment and their 

practical experience. In a number of cases, practical experience. In a number of cases, practical experience. In a number of cases, 

new TEVET graduates become productive after new TEVET graduates become productive after new TEVET graduates become productive after 

a year of being ona year of being ona year of being on---thethethe---job, during which time job, during which time job, during which time 

they were closely supervised to ensure they they were closely supervised to ensure they they were closely supervised to ensure they 

acquire relevant competences to be effective in acquire relevant competences to be effective in acquire relevant competences to be effective in 

the industry. In some cases employers felt that the industry. In some cases employers felt that the industry. In some cases employers felt that 

the present vocational training was not upthe present vocational training was not upthe present vocational training was not up---tototo---

date with changing technologies and industrial date with changing technologies and industrial date with changing technologies and industrial 

activities applying in the industry.activities applying in the industry.activities applying in the industry.   

   

In view of many challenges that are being faced In view of many challenges that are being faced In view of many challenges that are being faced 

in developing skills in the country, Government in developing skills in the country, Government in developing skills in the country, Government 

under the Ministry of Higher Education intro-under the Ministry of Higher Education intro-under the Ministry of Higher Education intro-

duced in the 2017 budget a Skills Development duced in the 2017 budget a Skills Development duced in the 2017 budget a Skills Development 

Fund which is aimed at enhancing the provision Fund which is aimed at enhancing the provision Fund which is aimed at enhancing the provision 

of quality and equitable access of skills. of quality and equitable access of skills. of quality and equitable access of skills.    

   

One of the financing areas of the Skills Devel-One of the financing areas of the Skills Devel-One of the financing areas of the Skills Devel-

opment Fund is infrastructure and equipment opment Fund is infrastructure and equipment opment Fund is infrastructure and equipment 

for training providers offer programmes that are for training providers offer programmes that are for training providers offer programmes that are 

in the national skills priority areas and to ensure in the national skills priority areas and to ensure in the national skills priority areas and to ensure 

infrastructure and relevant equipment was pro-infrastructure and relevant equipment was pro-infrastructure and relevant equipment was pro-

cured for smooth transition of learners from cured for smooth transition of learners from cured for smooth transition of learners from 

training into industry. t is from background that training into industry. t is from background that training into industry. t is from background that 

Government has invested US$10 million from Government has invested US$10 million from Government has invested US$10 million from 

the SDF towards the acquisition of modern the SDF towards the acquisition of modern the SDF towards the acquisition of modern 

equipment in the TEVET sector. equipment in the TEVET sector. equipment in the TEVET sector.    

The assorted equipment is for Mechanical and The assorted equipment is for Mechanical and The assorted equipment is for Mechanical and 

Metal Fabrication, Automotive Mechanics and Metal Fabrication, Automotive Mechanics and Metal Fabrication, Automotive Mechanics and 

Electrical, Agriculture Mechanics, Bricklaying Electrical, Agriculture Mechanics, Bricklaying Electrical, Agriculture Mechanics, Bricklaying 

and Plastering, Plumbing and Sheet Metal, and and Plastering, Plumbing and Sheet Metal, and and Plastering, Plumbing and Sheet Metal, and 

Fashion Design and Tailoring training pro-Fashion Design and Tailoring training pro-Fashion Design and Tailoring training pro-

grammes. The other equipment is for Food grammes. The other equipment is for Food grammes. The other equipment is for Food 

Production, Cosmetology, Hospitality, and Taxi-Production, Cosmetology, Hospitality, and Taxi-Production, Cosmetology, Hospitality, and Taxi-

dermy and Tannery training programmes of-dermy and Tannery training programmes of-dermy and Tannery training programmes of-

fered by different trades and skills training insti-fered by different trades and skills training insti-fered by different trades and skills training insti-

tutions across the country. The modern equip-tutions across the country. The modern equip-tutions across the country. The modern equip-

ment will help narrow skills gaps and mismatch ment will help narrow skills gaps and mismatch ment will help narrow skills gaps and mismatch 

between industry and training that often between industry and training that often between industry and training that often 

arise from training institutions using old arise from training institutions using old arise from training institutions using old 

equipment and lack of continuous pro-equipment and lack of continuous pro-equipment and lack of continuous pro-

fessional development by trainers for fessional development by trainers for fessional development by trainers for 

enhanced training delivery. enhanced training delivery. enhanced training delivery.    

   

The financing in equipment acquisition The financing in equipment acquisition The financing in equipment acquisition 

includes training of key staff on usage includes training of key staff on usage includes training of key staff on usage 

of the new equipment in delivering of the new equipment in delivering of the new equipment in delivering 

training to avoid situations where the training to avoid situations where the training to avoid situations where the 

staff in TEVET institutions do not know staff in TEVET institutions do not know staff in TEVET institutions do not know 

how to conduct practical lessons using how to conduct practical lessons using how to conduct practical lessons using 

statestatestate---ofofof---art training equipment and art training equipment and art training equipment and 

tools. One of the long term goals Gov-tools. One of the long term goals Gov-tools. One of the long term goals Gov-

ernment through the Skills Develop-ernment through the Skills Develop-ernment through the Skills Develop-

ment Fund is to increase access, im-ment Fund is to increase access, im-ment Fund is to increase access, im-

prove efficiency and effectiveness in prove efficiency and effectiveness in prove efficiency and effectiveness in 

TEVET system hence the procurement TEVET system hence the procurement TEVET system hence the procurement 

of training hand tools and equipment. of training hand tools and equipment. of training hand tools and equipment. 

The SDF has other series of new mechanisms The SDF has other series of new mechanisms The SDF has other series of new mechanisms 

of financing TEVET to improve efficiency and of financing TEVET to improve efficiency and of financing TEVET to improve efficiency and 

effectiveness of the sector and establish nation-effectiveness of the sector and establish nation-effectiveness of the sector and establish nation-

al quality assurance mechanisms to improve al quality assurance mechanisms to improve al quality assurance mechanisms to improve 

the quality of delivery and the confidence of the quality of delivery and the confidence of the quality of delivery and the confidence of 

beneficiaries in the training and skills they ac-beneficiaries in the training and skills they ac-beneficiaries in the training and skills they ac-

quire.quire.quire.   

   

In the long term, proceeds from the SDF are In the long term, proceeds from the SDF are In the long term, proceeds from the SDF are 

expected to play an important role in developing expected to play an important role in developing expected to play an important role in developing 

a high quality, sustainable, demanda high quality, sustainable, demanda high quality, sustainable, demand---driven, and driven, and driven, and 

equitable TEVET system in the country. The equitable TEVET system in the country. The equitable TEVET system in the country. The 

SDF provides for opening equal access to train-SDF provides for opening equal access to train-SDF provides for opening equal access to train-

ing funds on a competitive basis with due refer-ing funds on a competitive basis with due refer-ing funds on a competitive basis with due refer-

ence to national development priorities. ence to national development priorities. ence to national development priorities.    

   

The funding strategy sets precedence for dis-The funding strategy sets precedence for dis-The funding strategy sets precedence for dis-

bursement modalities towards continuous im-bursement modalities towards continuous im-bursement modalities towards continuous im-

provement in the quality and relevance of train-provement in the quality and relevance of train-provement in the quality and relevance of train-

ing in relation to different sectors and Vision ing in relation to different sectors and Vision ing in relation to different sectors and Vision 

2030 and Seventh National Development Plan 2030 and Seventh National Development Plan 2030 and Seventh National Development Plan 

(7NDP) that recognise TEVET‟s integral role in (7NDP) that recognise TEVET‟s integral role in (7NDP) that recognise TEVET‟s integral role in 

attaining those Vision‟s goals. The Skills Devel-attaining those Vision‟s goals. The Skills Devel-attaining those Vision‟s goals. The Skills Devel-

opment Fund is a strategic component in ensur-opment Fund is a strategic component in ensur-opment Fund is a strategic component in ensur-

ing quality and relevant TEVET that increases ing quality and relevant TEVET that increases ing quality and relevant TEVET that increases 

employability, productivity and efficiency. employability, productivity and efficiency. employability, productivity and efficiency.    

Dr. Mushimba test driving a tractor during the flagging off of training equipment distribution.  
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